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ABSTRACT

This report forms the second part of the documentation to
SPRINT (Software for Problems IN Time), a general-purpose computer program for the numerical solution of mathematical models
that involve mixed systems of time-dependent algebraic, ordinary
and partial differential equations (o.d.e.s and p.d.e.s). Summary
descriptions are given of the various modules that are available for
the linear algebra, the time integration and space discretisation.
Example solutions of partial differential equations are given
including the use of space remeshing: The modular design of
SPRINT allows many different problems to be tackled including
coupled, non-linear p.d.e.s of parabolic/elliptic/hyperbolic type
with complicated boundary conditions that may be coupled to
o.d.e.s and algebraic equations. Application areas include chemical kinetics, combustion, chemical reactors, multi-phase heat and
mass transfer, and fluid flow.
"' ( Now at Koninklijke / Shell Laboratorium , Amsterdam . )
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1. Introduction.
The SPRINT package (Software for PRoblems IN Time), is a general-purpose
computer program for the numerical solution of mathematical models that
involve mixed systems of time-dependent algebraic, ordinary and partial
differential equations (o.d.e.s and p.d.e.s). Part 1 of the SPRINT manual is concerned with the solution of time-dependent ordinary differential and algebraic differential equations. This manual describes how SPRINT can be used to solve
mixed systems of ordinary and time-dependent partial differential equations.
The SPRINT software substantially reduces the manpower effort required to
implement and validate the numerical solution of complicated mathematical
models. The versatility and extensibility of SPRINT as a software tool is a direct
result of a well-designed structure of individual modules with flexible interfaces
and is such that the modules can be combined in various ways to form a composite tool. The SPRINT software not only extends the problem class that can be
solved by a 'standard' package, but also gives the user access to a combination
of sophisticated numerical techniques without needing to be an expert in the
field. The motivation behind the package was the need to provide a flexible and
open-ended software tool to enable a user to solve a wide range of problems
within a single framework . The design philosophy is described in Berzins, Dew
and Furzeland (1983).
The software package consists of a set of well-defined and independent
modules that are controlled by a supervisory routine, the SPRINT routine.
The internal structure of the package allows the individual modules to be
easily replaced and in this way allows the user to have access to a n\lmber of
different numerical methods. In particular the user can select different
combinations of modules from the three main component areas in the package,
- the time integration method (o.d.e. solver), the spatial discretisation method
and the linear algebra routines. This allows many different problems to be tackled including coupled non-linear p.d.e .s of parabolic/elliptic type with complicated boundary conditions, including moving boundaries, that may be coupled
to ordinary differential and algebraic equations. The modules incorporate
recent developments in numerical · techniques e.g. o.d.e. integrators for
differential/algebraic systems and for handling discontinuities, type-insensitive
codes for o.d.e.s where the degree of stiffness varies, and, for p.d.e.s, adaptive
space remeshing methods. The experienced user can thus experiment with
different combinations of these modules or to include ones of his own.
The core of the software package is a versatile set of integrators for o.d.e.
initial value problems whose structure has the flexibility to deal with stiff or
non-stiff o.d.e.s coupled with algebraic equations, full/banded/sparse Jacobian
matrices computed analytically or numerically, automatic step size selection,
and a wide choice of error control tests . An independent, add-on module is
available to enable any of the integrators to be used to solve problems with time
discontinuities. Each integrator is designed to solve the class of o.d.e. initial
value problems de.fined by

(1.1)
termed implicit (in Y) o.d.e. problems. The square matrix A may be singular
indicating a differential-algebraic system of equations. The special case A = I
(the identity matrix) is referred to as o.d.e.s in normal form . The integrators
can also be applied to the more general class of problems given by

F( Y,

Y,

T) = 0, Y(O) =

.!f.,

(1.2)

termed fully implicit problems, see User Manual I Section 5.6. The SPR1NT
driving routine was developed from the LSODI and LSODES codes of Hindmarsh
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(1962).

P.d.e. problems are solved by using a method of lines approach in which the
problem is discretised in space and then integrated in time using the core
o.d.e. integrator. A detailed introduction to this method is provided in Chapter
3. Coupled o.d.e./ p.d.e . problems, including moving boundary problems can
also be solved with this approach. The finite-difference or finite element spatial discretisation methods used are described in Chapter 5 and can be complemented by the remeshing techniques described in Chapter 6.
The general formulation of the o.d.e./p.d.e. system permits all three types
of p.d.e.s - parabolic , elliptic and hyperbolic to be solved. However with hyperbolic equations problems occur if steep wave fronts or shocks appear. The standard space discretisations available with SPRINT are of the 'central difference '
nature and will probably result in numerical overshoot and undershoot errors
on such hyperbolic problems. This is true even if adaptive space remeshing or
the collocation method is used. The only way for the user to solve such problems with SPRINT is to code in his own discretisation using the approach
described in Chapter 3.

Note.
This manual gives detailed descriptions of the numerical methods used as
well as instructions for their use. A first time user requiring only the minimum
information to solve a p .d.e should turn to Chapter 5 followed by the example
problem and code in Appendix A.
The package is written in Fortran 77 and with machine portability in mind;
it uses DOUBLE PRECISION real variables throughout. All the machine dependent constants are held in a BLOCK DATA statement, all variables used are
declared so as to allow straight-forward precision conversion.
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2. An Overview or SPRINT.

Figure 1 illustrates the broad outline of how the SPRINT is structured.
Figure 1. An Overview ot SPRINT .
Setup routine [or p.d.e.
discretisation module
(p.d.e. problems only).

Setup routine MATSET
or SMTSET for linear
algebra module.

+

USER'S CALLING PROGRAM

t

SPRINT driving routine
including input checks
general time management
scheme and non-linear
equations solver that
can be accessed by all
the other modules. All
module communication is
performed through this
routine.

f
MONITR routine for
possible interrupts at
the end or every time step.

f--+-

Setup routine BDFSET,
THESET,THBSET or BLDSET
for ODE integration

H

STEP routine to integrate
over a single time step.

H--

RESID - definition or
implicit o.d.e. residual
possibly by calling pde
space discretisation
routines or by the user
writing his own semidiscretisation routine.
Linear algebra routines
JACFRM and BACKSB to form
and LU decompose the
Jacobian matrix.

The use of the full SPRINT interface gives the user a high degree of flexibility for solving complicated, non-linear differential systems. When solving ordinary differential equations the user is required to write a Fortran 77 calling pro- .
gram (in DOUBLE PRECISION) and a separate problem specification subroutine
RESID (see Section 2. 1). In the case of partial differential equations the discretisation routines described in Chapter 5 will supply the RESID routine and the
user only has to write a few simple subroutines to describe the p.d.e. Alternatively the user may wish to write his own RESID routine to perform the spatial
discretisation of the p.d.e. The user's calling program consists of:
(1) initialisations of the parameters to be passed into SPRINT
(2) calls to the appropriate module initialisation routines
(3) a call to SPRINT to perform the integration
(4) write/plot instructions for output of results.
In the case when the full SPRINT interface is used initialisation routines are
required for the linear algebra methods (Section 2.2), the o.d.e. integrators
(Section 2.3), and p .d.e . discretisations {Chapter 5). These initialisation calls
are outlined by the top section of Figure (1). The bottom part of figure (1) shows
the main system components which must be specified by the user in the call to
SPRINT . These have the generic names STEP, RESID, JACFRM and BACKSB and
the options that are available to the user are outlined in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
After each step taken by the SPRINT o.d.e. integrator an optional routine,
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generic name MONITR, can be called to give the user the opportunity to interrogate the current solution Y(T) in detail. Within MONITR the user can perform
intermediate output or calculations (e.g. the estimation of the global error),
interrupt checks, discontinuity handling, space remeshing {Chapter 6 ).
It is also possible to use a higher level interface ( SPRITE ) which automatically performs the initialisation calls for the user , see Section 2.4 .
An outline of a typical user's calling program using the full SPRINT interface is given below. The SPRINT parameter list is described fully in the User
Manual -Part 1.
PARAMETER(NEQ=3, NRW=21+3"'NEQ, NINF=14+NEQ, NWKRES=l,
1
NY2DIM= ... , NWKJ AC= ... , NWKMON=l)
INTEGER NEQ, NRW, ITOL, NINF, INFORM{NINF), NWKJAC, JACPVT{NEQ),
1
NWKRES, NWKMON
DOUBLE PRECISION T, TOUT,Y(NEQ), YDOT(NEQ), RWORK(NRW), RTOL(NEQ),
1
ATOL(NEQ), WKRES{NWKRES), YSAVE{NEQ,NY2DIM),
2
WKJAC{NWKJAC), WKMON{NWKMON)
CHARACTER"' 6 SNORM
EXTERNAL RES ID, STEP, J ACFRM, J AC, BACKSB, MONI TR
C

C Insert initialisations here including calls to initialisation routines
C (MATSET or SMTSET for linear algebra, BDFSET for ode integration.etc.)
C

CALL SPRINT{NEQ, T, TOUT, Y, YDOT, RWORK, NRW, RTOL, ATOL, ITOL,
1
INFORM, SNORM, RESID, WKRES, NWKRES, STEP, YSAVE, NEQMAX,
2
JACFRM, WKJAC, NWKJAC, JACPVT, JAC, BACKSB, MONITR,
3
WKMON, NWKMON)
C

C Insert Y{TOUT) post-processing here e.g. WRITE or PLOT
C

STOP
END
2.1. The User Problem Specification Routine RESID.
The user-supplied RESID routine defines the system of differential-algebraic
equations (d.a.e.s) to be solved. For p.d.e.s, the user's problem may be specified
in one of two ways. Either the user may supply his own routine RESID to form
the residual of the o.d.e. system, including the spatial discretisation of p.d.e.
problems. Alternatively, the user can write the p.d.e. problem in a suitable
form for one of the system provided p.d.e. residual routines that automatically
perform the spatial discretisation {see Chapter 5). The SPRINT package supplies
an approximate solution vector Y(NEQ) and its approximate time derivative vector YDOT{NEQ). The main purpose of the RESID routine is to compute the residual vector R(NEQ) which is obtained by substituting the vectors Y and YDOT
into the d.a.e. system that is being solved i.e. for the equation (1.1)

(2.1)
SPRINT also requires that the parts of the residual that have a YDOT dependence
can be computed by a call to RESID, ie
(2.2)
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The form of RESlD required is
SUBROUTINE RESlD { NEQ, T, Y, YDOT, R, IRES, WKRES, NWKRES)
INTEGER NEQ, NWKRES, I RES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, Y{NEQ). YDOT{NEQ), R{NEQ), WKRES(NWKRES)
IF (IRES.EQ.-1) THEN
..... for 1=1,NEQ set R(l) to be the second form of the
residual, as in equation (2 . 2). Note if no tirre
derivatives are present in the ]th equation then
set R(I) = O.ODO .
.
RETURN

ELSE
.... . for 1=1,NEQ set R(l) to be the full residual, as
in equation (2.1)
RETURN
END lF
END
The integration may be interrupted by the user setting 1RES=3, for example
when one variable reaches a specified value. SPRINT then tries to reduce the
step-size in order to avoid this condition. This option can be used to find at what
time a given condition is reached, since 1RES=3 forces SPRINT to reduce its step
and thereby get closer to the critical time. When this cannot be achieved control returns to the calling program with INFORM(l)=-7.
Note - lf the d.a.e . residual is fully implicit as defined in equation (1.2) then
the user provides either the full residual (1.2) or only that part of the residual
that depends on Y if IRES= -1 . Only the SPGEAR integrator should be used. see
User Manual 1, Section 5.6.

2.2. Llnear Algebra Modules and ODE integrators.
The numerical solution of o.d.e systems of the form of equation (1.1) or
(1.2) involves replacing the time derivative of Y by a difference approximation
based on new and old Yvalues. The number of previous Y values, and hence the
order of the approximation, depends on which discretisation method is being
used {see Section 2.3). When these difference approximations are used in equation (1.1) or (1.2), a non-linear system of equations for Y at the new time level
is obtained. This system of non-linear equations is solved either by functional
iteration or a modified Newton iteration, resulting in a system of linear equations to be solved at each iteration. The resulting system of linear equations
may be full, banded or sparse.
The first release of the package contains three linear algebra routines. For
each type of Jacobian matrix, full, banded or sparse, the matrix handling is split
into 3 routines - a setup routine for work-storage and call validation, a
lower/upper decomposition routine (generic name JACFRM), and a backsubstitut ion (solution) routine {generic name BACKSB). The names of these EXTERNAL
routines, as required in a call to SPRINT, are supplied in the following table.
Type of Jacobian
matrix used by
nonlinear eqn solver.
Full matrix
Banded matrix
Sparse matrix

LU decamp
routine

Backsub
routine

Setup
routine

PREPJF
PREPJB
PREPJS

SOLSF
SOLSB
SOLSS

MATSET
MATSET
SMTSET
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The user can provide an optional subroutine JAC to supply an analytical
Jacobian matrix. This complex and error-prone task is not recommended;
SPRINT will estimate the Jacobian numerically and the user needs to supply only
the SPRINT dummy routine SPRJAC (SPRJAC must be declared as EXTERNAL in
the calling program). Use of the analytical JAC is explained in the User Manual
Part I (Section 4.3).
LINPACK is a collection of routines which analyse and solve various types of
systems of linear algebraic equations. The routines are the result of a joint
project by Dongarra, Moler, Bunch and Stewart (1979) based at the Argonne
National Laboratory. These routines are efficient and have been widely used
and tested on many types of machines. A subset of LINPACK routines for dealing with full and banded matrices has been assembled for use with SPRlNT.
Given the in-store capability of most modern machines, LINPACK can handle full
matrices of order up to a few hundred or banded matrices of order up to several
thousand. There are no subroutines for general sparse matrices or for iterative
methods for very large problems within LINPACK. For the direct solution of
large sparse systems the user should use the Yale package, see later. Unless
the user can take advantage of known banded properties of the matrix, the
sparse routines will often prove more efficient even with only medium sized systems. Before the first call to SPRINT the common setup routine MATSET for the
full and banded matrix routines must be called. This is done automatically for
the user if the SPRITE interface is used. For medium to large systems of equations the first option would be for the user to specify and take advantage of any
ki:iown banded properties of the matrix using the LINPACK banded matrix routines. This approach will probably be the most efficient assuming that within
each band the matrix is reasonably full. If this is not true, and the matrix is
just large and sparse, then the following sparse routines will often prove more
efficient than, say, the full matrix LINPACK routine. In practice, we have found
this to be true even for relatively small to medium-sized systems. Since it is
easy with SPRINT to switch from full to banded to sparse matrix the user may
wish to experiment with each to compare relative efficiencies.
The sparse routines currently implemented in SPRINT are from the Yale
Sparse Matrix Package (YMSP) of Eisenstat et al. (1977) as used in the LSODES
integrator of Hindmarsh (1982). A survey with numerical comparisons of available methods and software for sparse matrices can be found in Duff (1982).
Before the first call to SPRINT the sparse matrix setup routine SMTSET must be
called. This is done automatically for the user if the SPRITE interface is used.
2.3. Solving O.D.E. Initial Value Problems
The first release of the package contains four . o.d.e. STEP integrators.
Prior to the first call of SPRINT a corresponding set-up module must be called.
This is done automatically if the SPRITE interface is used , see Section 2.4 below.
The choice of integrators is summarised by the following t~ble:
O.D.E Method
Gear {Adams/B.D.F.)
Theta (=0.55) Method
Variable Theta and
Switching method
Blended Linear
Multi-step Method

Name of STEP Routine
SPGEAR
STHETA

Setup routine
BDFSET
THESET

STHETB

THBSET

SBLEND

BLDSET

All of the integration modules are capable of solving differential algebraic
systems {d.a.e.s) of the form (1. 1) . The SPGEAR module contains both the
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family of Adams methods up to order 12 and the family of Gear /backward
difference formula (b.d.f.) methods of up to order 5. This module is based on
the LSODI code of Hindmarsh (1982) for d.a.e.s. Note that it is inefficient to use
a stiff (b.d.f.) method on a non-stiff problem but far greater difficulties and
inefficiencies can arise by the use of a non-stiff (Adams) method on a stiff problem. 1f the user needs a stiff method and does not require high accuracy (e.g.
RTOL > 10-3 ) then he can use the lower order Theta method, STHETA. 1f the
user suspects that his problem may change in stiffness during the course of
integration and he just wants an efficient, low order method (RTOL of the order
10-3 ) then he should use the switching code STHETB. The higher order b.d.f.
(Gear) formulae have limited A-stable regions resulting iD: small step-sizes for
problems where the proportion of imaginary to real eigenvalues is large. 1f
problems of this nature are found then the user should switch to using the
SBLEND module which is more efficient for such problems. The ease with which
SPRINT can be called with a different integrator encourages the user to experiment with different integrators to see which is best suited to his problem.
Each of the integration modules has been run through the test program
DETEST of Enright and Pryce (1983) and detailed comparative results are available on request. The methods are all variable step with the step chosen so as to
automatically satisfy the user tolerances RTOL, ATOL and ITOL. Note that this is
true only in a local sense (i.e. across each time step) and does not guarantee
global error control. The user can access the step size last used, the step-size
about to be taken and the local error estimates via the interface to the optional
MONITR routine which is called after each time step (see User Manual I, Chapter
6). The user is also given the option of an improved error estimate due to Petzold (1982). A typical call sequence for SPGEAR is
C

INTEGER NY2DIM, IRET, MAXORD, METII
LOGICAL PETZLD
PETZLD= . TRUE.
C

C Adans rre thod METII=1, MAX0~12, NY2DIM=MAXORD+l
. C Gear (b.d. f) rrethod METH=2, MAX0~5. -NY2DIM=MAXORD+l
CALL BDFSET( NY2DIM, IRET, MAXORD, METIL PETZLD)
C

C call SPRINT with STEP= SPGEAR: see Section 5.5 for a simple example
CALL SPRINT( ..... ,SPGEAR, ... )
END

The parameters are described in the User Manual Part I (Chapter 5).
2.4. SPRITE - SPRINT The Easy way.

SPRITE is a simplified Fortran interface for the SPRINT package, for use on
o.d.e. or p.d.e. problems. The purpose of SPRITE is to provide a calling sequence
for SPRINT more in line with standard library packages (eg. NAG). It contains
the set-up calls for matrix, time integrator and spatial discretisation routines
required prior to the call to SPRINT. SPRITE is designed for users who are
unfamiliar with SPRINT, but who have experience of using numerical analysis
library codes.
Use of this interface in its simplest form will provide the user with a
differential equation solver providing combinations of facilities offered by some
of the simpler NAG routines, for example including intermediate output and
interruption of the integration. However even with this simplified interface
SPRITE has the extra power of handling coupled algebraic equations, and provides a range of integration methods and linear algebra methods. P.d.e.
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problems are handled by first calling the initialisation routine SETPDE to select
the type of discretisation to be used, see Section 5.6. This call is not needed for
o.d.e. problems, the user simply defines his o.d.e.s in the subroutine RESID (Section 2.1).
If the user requires more control of the time integration he has access
through this interface to optional inputs for SPRINT (e.g. step-size restrictions),
and can also use the full power of the MONJTR routine for intermediate calculations, handling discontinuities etc. Much of the optional output information can
also be accessed. However it is expected that once users have become familiar
with SPRINT by using this interface, they may change to using the full system if
they require any special facilities. A description of the SPRITE parameter list is
given below and an example program is given in Appendix B.
2.4.1. SPRITE Parameter Li.st.

The call to SPRITE takes the form
CALL SPRITE ( NEQ, T, TOUT, NT, RESULT, Y, RI'OL, ATOL, ITRACE,
1
SNORM, MATZ, STEP, RESID, MONITR, RYf, NRYf, IW, NIW)
The variables used in the call to SPRITE must be declared in the user's calling
progrcm as follows:
INTEGER NEQ, NT, I TRACE, NRYf, NIW, IW(NIW)
DOUBLE PRECISION T, TOUT(NT), Y(NEQ), RYf(NRYf), RI'OL(NEQ),ATOL(NEQ)
CHARACTER•6 SNORM, MATZ, STEP, RESULT
EXTERNAL RESID, MONITR
The values that should be assigned to these variables are
NEQ Number of differential/algebraic equations (INPUT). Due to internally
declared arrays in SPRITE, NEQ must be less than 1001.
T
Initial value of time (the independent variable) (INPUT).On output it contains the time at which a computed solution is returned.
TOUT
Array of length NT containing an ordered list of output times (INPUT).
Within SPRITE, SPRINT is called in a loqp to integrate up to each value of
TOUT in turn, and output maybe produced at each time level (see RESULT).
Unchanged on OUTPUT. N.B. the NT array values must be strictly increasing
and

T
< TOUT(l)
TOUT( I) < TOUT( 1+1)
, I = 2 ,NT .
NT Number of output times specified (INPUT).
RESULT
Character "'6 variable specifying the type of output required at each value
of TOUT (INPUT). Possible values are
BRIEF
Summary information on the solution at each of the TOUT(NT) points is
provided.
LONG
As for 'BRIEF' but including the solution values at the end of every
integrator time step.
N.B. All character strings should be left justified in the call to SPRITE e.g.
'LONG' or 'LONG ' is correct but ' LONG' is not.
Y
Array of length NEQ. On INPUT it must contain the initial values of the NEQ
variables; on OUTPUT it contains the computed solution at the final output
time TOUT(NT). If the solution fails before TOUT(NT), or is stopped by the
user in subroutine RESID or MYMNTR (see below), Y contains the last-
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RTOL
Array of length NEQ containing the relative error tolerances for each variable (INPlff). The error bounds used in controlling the error are calculated
as
EWI'(i) = RTOL(i) * ABS(Y(i)) + ATOL(i)
Frequently the same value of RTOL can be used for all variables. A value of
1D-4 should give moderate accuracy. To check validity of results do a
repeat run with different RTOL values, and see how much the solution
changes.
ATOL
Array of length NEQ containing the absolute error tolerances for variable
(INPUT) (see RTOL). Different values are required for different variables if
there are large differences in scaling. For each variable, a value of ATOL
should be chosen that is a few orders of magnitude smaller than a typical
value for the variable.
ITRACE
Specifies level of trace information required from SPRINT, permitted values
0, 1,2 or 3 (INPUT). If problems occur turn on the trace to obtain diagnostic
information. The output is automatically written to Channel 4.
SNORM
Character*6 variable specifying type of norm to be used by SPRINT in controlling the local error (INPUT) . Possible values are 'L2NORM', 'MAXMUM'
and 'MODMAX' . If in doubt try 'L2NORM' and see User Manual Part 1.
MATZ
Character*6 variable specifying type of matrix algebra required {INPUT).
The possible choices are
FULL
The LINPACK full matrix routines are setup and called by SPRITE.
BANDED
The LINPACK banded matrix routines are setup and called by SPRITE.
In this case the lower and upper bandwidths ML and MU of the Jaco~
bianmatrix should be placed in locations IW(15) and IW(16) i.e.
IW( 15) = ML
IW(16) = MU.
When SPRITE is used with the methods described in Chapter 5 to solve
p.d.e.s the values of ML and MU are generated by the p.d.e. routines,
see Chapter 5.
SPARSE
YALE sparse matrix routines are setup and called by SPRITE with the
sparsity pattern being numerically estimated. Should the sparsity pattern change radically in mid-integration SPRITE should be restarted
with IW(l)=O
Use 'FULL' for small problems, and unless the system is known to have a
banded or sparse coupling pattern.
STEP
Character*6 variable specifying type of integrator required (INPUT). The
possible choices are 'BLEND', 'GEAR', 'THETA' and 'ADAMS'.
BLEND
is a blended multistep code suitable for both stiff and non-stiff problems, that is very robust . It is however more expensive than the other
methods and so may not be suitable for large or costly problems.
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is a Gear method, suitable for stifl problems and less expensive than
'BLEND'.
THETA
is a Theta-method, suitable for stiff problems at moderate accuracy
requirement (RTOL ~ O. lD-3) only, but may be inexpensive for small
problems.
THETB
as for THETA but with the option of switching between Newton and
functional iteration in the non-linear equations solver. This can provide savings on Jacobian evaluations for some problems.
ADAMS

is an Adams method suitable for non-stifl problems .
RESID
Name of a subroutine supplied by the user to define the equations as in Section 2.1. For p .d.e. problems the user can select the SPRINT discretisation
modules SKLRES or SGERES , see Section 5.8. This routine must be
declared as EXTERNAL in the user's calling program . The user can stop the
integration from RESID by setting its parameter IRES to a particular value.
MONITR
Name of a subroutine needed if the user wishes to provide output at each
time step, to perform intermediate calculation or to control (stop) the
integration. It must be declared as EXTERNAL in the 1,1ser's calling program.
If the user has no requirements for output/action at each time step he may
select the system routine SPRMON. If he needs to produce some output or
make some calculations, and is a non-expert SPRINT user requiring an easy
interface, he should select EZMNTR. This will then call a subroutine MYMNTR
which the user must provide, where he can provide his output etc, see Section 6.1 and Appendix B. If he requires more flexibility be should specify the
name of his own MONITR routine, which must then have the · interface
defined in the SPRINT User Manual Pgrt 1 {Chapter 6). There is also a
module for handling discontinuities in time {ibid) .
RW Real workspace of length NRW.
NRW Size of RW {INPUT). The required size of workspace depends on the type of
rrn.trix algebra selected
FULL
NRW >=.
(18*NEQ+23) + NEQ*NEQ + 2
BANDED :
NRW >=.
( 18 •NEQ+-23) + ( 2 •ML+MU+ 1) •NEQ + 2
ML and MU are lower and upper bandwidths, set by
the user in locations IW(5) and IW(6) - see
optional inputs below.
SPARSE
NRW >=.
(18*NEQ+23) + 4*NEQ + 11 •NEQ/2
This is an initial estirra.te - the user rrn.y need t
provide IDJre storage in which case a Ill3ssage is
written to the terminal.
IW Integer workspace of length NIW. The first location of IW, IW{l), is used to
tell SPRINT whether calls to set-up routines and initialisations are required.
On the first call to SPRITE, set JW(l) = 0. JF the integration is successful, it
will have been reset to 2 on output. Any other value indicates either an
error, or the user has interrupted the integration see the list of outputs in
Part One of the User Manual. If the integration was successful and a further
continuation call to SPRITE is made, IW(l) should be left equal to 2 so that
initialisations are not repeated. Any attempt to call SPRITE with illegal
inputs should result in IW(l) being set to -3.

- 14 NIW(3)
Integer array of size 3 containing information on the size of workspaces.
This information is used indetermining the total size of the real and integer
workspaces needed by SPRITE.
NIW(1)
Size of IW (INPUT). The required size is NIW = 2*NEQ + 16 .
NIW(2)
Must contain the size (NWKRES) of the workspace WKRES needed by the
RESID routine, unless SETPDE is used , see below.
NIW(3)
Must contain the size (NWKMON) of the workspace WKMON needed by
the MONITR routine, unless SETPDE is used , see below.
NOTE:
If the routine SETPDE is called prior to the call to SPRITE then both
NIW(2) and NIW(3) must be set to zero
Optional Inputs and Outputs to SPRITE and SPRINT.
IW(3) is passed across as INFORM(3) to SPRINT and so can be set = 1 to signify optional inputs to SPRINT. These may be passed through as HO = RW(1) ,
HMAX RW(2) , HMIN
RW(3) . Locations 1-14 of the array IW are passed across
to SPRINT as the first 14 locations of INFORM and so may be used to access
options as described in the User Manual Part 1 . N.B. SPRITE will always set
INFORM(2) = 1 in calling SPRINT; if other values are required use the full interface to SPRINT.

=

=
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3. Solving Partial Differential Equation Using SPRINT and the Method of Llnes.
The numerical method used in SPRINT for solving p.d.e.s is the popular
Method of Lines. In this method the space derivatives are discretised over NPTS
space points using traditional finite-difference, finite element or collocation
methods. Tbis discretisation results in a system of NPTS non-linear, coupled
o.d.e.s for each given p.d.e. This system of o.d.e.s is readily solved using the
'black-box' time integration methods described in Section 2.3 with the benefits
of robustness and automatic time-stepping to satisfy a given user tolerance .
Control of the space errors is not, however, automatic and the space error
depends on the quality of the space approximation. The Method of Lines conveniently results in a unified approach to solving mixed systems of o.d.e.s and
p.d.e.s.
There are two ways in which the user of SPRINT can employ the method of
lines. The first is to use the system routines to perform the spatial discretisation. This involves writing a few simple subroutines to describe the p.d.e. in
terms of a master equation format further details are given in Chapter 5. 1f the
p.d.e. does not fit the master equation interface or if the user wants to experiment with different types of space discretisation (e.g. upwind methods); be will
have to write his own procedure to spatially discretise the p.d.e. an example
program is given in Section 3.2 . This approach is currently also necessary for 2
or 3-space dimensional p.d.e.s when using SPRINT.
The essence of the Method of Lines is best illustrated by the following simple example.

3.1. An Example Problem Illustrating the Method or Lines.
Consider the heat conduction equation defined by
fJ U

at

=

fJ 2 U
fJx2 '

(3.1)

with the boundary conditions

U(a, t) = ga(t)
U(b , t) = gb(t),
where

t e(t3

,

(3.2)

t 8 ) and the initial condition is

U(x,O) = k(x),

x e [a,b]

(3.3)

Leth = (b-a)/ N for some integer N>3 . The spatial mesh of N+l ( = NPTS)
equally spaced points is then defined by
xi = a+(i-l)xh , i = 1, ... ,NPTS.
Denote the p.d.e. solution and its partial time derivative at the i th . mesh point
by

au

= Bt(x,., t)
= U(xi. , t)
Assuming that the solution to the p.d.e. defined by equations (3.1) , (3.2)
and (3.3) is sufficiently smooth , it can be shown from Taylor's series expansions
that

a2U

- - 2(xi

ax

't)

=

ui _1 ( t )-2 ui (t ) + ui + 1
h2

(

+ 0 h 2)

,

i = 2, . .. ,NPTS-1 . (3.4)

This finite dillerence approximation .when used together with the boundary
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system of ordinary differential and two algebraic equations. The first equation
at the left-hand boundary is
(3.5)
Applying equation (3.1) at each of the interior mesh points and using the
approximation of (3.4) gives
ui-1-2 ui + ui+1
1t2

, i = 2, . .. , NPTS-1 .

(3.6)

The final equation comes from the right-hand boundary con?-ition.

(3.7)

UNPTs(t) = gb (t)

The initial condition for this system of time - dependent equations is obtained
from equation (3.3)

f«(ts) = k(xi), i = 1, ... ,NPTS.

(3.8)

Equations (3.5) ,(3.6) , (3. 7) and (3.8) constitute an initial value problem of
the form of equation (1. 1) .
More general differential equations can be treated in the same way e.g.
consider the equation
A(x , t , U,

{) u au

at

ax)

= F(x , t , U,

{) u

a2 u

(3.9)

{)x , axz ).

then from Taylor's series expansions of the function U(x , t) , we can approximate the first space derivative of U(x , t) at x = xi by
{JU
ox (xi ' t) =

U(xi+I, t)-U(xi-I, t)
2h

+ O(h2) .

Substituting using this approximation and that of equation (3.4)
discretise equation (3.9) at the mesh point xi to get
A(xi,t,Ui,

ui+I-ui-1 ·

)Ui = F(xi,t:f«,

2h

Ui+1-¼-1
2h

we can semi-

¼+1-2Ui+Ui-1)
hz

where i = 2, . . . , NPTS-1
together with the conditions on U1 (t) and UNPTs(t) given by equations (3.5) and
(3. 7) this can be written as a system of differential equations of the form
A(U(t), t)U(t) =

where

F(U(t), t)

u(t) = [U 1 (t), . . . , UNPTs(t)]T

and the initial condition for U(t) is obtained from equation (3.8) . From equation (1.1) we can see that thisfits into the problem class of ordinary differential
equations that can be integrated by SPRINT.

3.2. An Example Program Based on the User's Own Discretisation.
The following example demonstrates how the Method of Lines is used in conjunction with SPRINT. This example shows how the principles outlined in Section 3.1 are applied by the user in coding his own space discretisation, in this
case a 3-point (central) finite-difference scheme into the RESID subroutine.
More typically , the user would employ one of the system-provided {one space
dimensional ) discretisation routines described in Chapter 5. The user's own
discretisation approach is only recqmmended if the user wishes to experiment
with various discretisation methods or needs to discretise a multi-dimensional
problem. The example problem is a simplified model of the combustion of wood
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au + e-u - e _2u
-au = 2
2

at

ax

,

(x,t)e(O, l)x(O, 1]

(3.10)

with the boundary conditions
U(O, t) = log{t+1)

U{l, t) = log{t+2)

(3.11)

and the initial condition
U(x , o)

= log{x+l)

{3.12)

This problem has been constructed so that it has the analytic solution of
U(x, t) = log{x+t+l)

The program makes use of the workspace for the RESID routine to pass the array
of spatial mesh points across to RESID . Any other important information relating to the discretisation could also be passed across in the sane way.
C

EXTERNAL SPGEAR, PREPJS, SOLSS, RESID, SPRJAC, SPRMON
C

C Set SPRINT call parareters , detail anitted
C
NEQN = NPTS, NPDE = 1
C Call the Gear tirre integration initialisation routine
C
{see User Manual Part 1 , pp 33-34, for details)
CALL BDFSET { NY2D IM, I RET, MAXORD, I ODE, . TRUE. )
C

C Call sparse rra.trix initialisation routine
C
{see User Manual Part 1 , pp 24-28, for details)
CALL SMTSET{NEQ, NMOSS, SENS, NWKJAC, NIWJAC, NELEMT, IRET, JSINFO)
C

C Set up the array of equally spacedrresh points between O and 1
C in the array WKRES{NWKRES) that is passed to the RESID routine
C

DO 10 I= 1 , NPTS
WKRES { I) = DFLOAT ( I - 1) / DFLOAT { NPTS- 1 )

10
C

C Call the routine UINIT to set the initial values
CALL UINIT { NPDE, NPTS, X, Y)
C

C Call to SPRINT with parareters defined in the User Manual Part 1
C except for the RESID routine which is defined by the user
C

1
2
3

CALL SPRINT{ NEQ, T, TOUI', Y, YDOT, RWORK, NRW, RTOL, ATOL, ITOL,
INFORM, SNORM, RESID , WKRES, NWKRES, SPGEAR, YSAVE,
NEQMAX, PREPJS, WKJAC, NWKJAC, JACPVT, SPRJAC, SOLSS,
SPRMON, WKMON, NWKMON)
STOP

END
C

SUBROUI'INE UINIT{ NPDE, NPTS, X, Y)
C Routine for p.d.e. initial values
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10

INTEGER NPDE, NPTS
DOUBLE PRECISION X(NPTS), Y(NPDE,NPTS)
DO 10 I = 1,NPI'S
Y(1,I) = DLCC ( X(I) + 1.0DO)
RETURN
END

C

C User RESID routine with own space discretisation
SUBROUI'I NE RES ID ( N, T, Y, YDOT, R, I RES, WKRES, NWKRES)
INTEGER I, N, IRES, NR, NPM, NPDE, NPTS, NV, NVST, MAXNPT
DOUBLE PRECISION T, Y(l), YDOT(l), R(l), WKRES(NWKRES), HSQRED
NMINl=N-1
.
C

C Left hand side only required for IRES=-1 , note how algebraic
C equations are treated.
IF( IRES . EQ. - l)THEN
R(l) = O.ODO
DO 10 I = 2 ,NMIN1
10
R(I) = -YDOT(I)
R(N) = O.ODO
ELSE
C Interior points
C Set up pde residual based on RES= d(FLUX)/dx - Q(Y) - C(Y)•YDOT
C
FLUX = DUDX (J , I)
C
Q = -EXP ( -U) + EXP(-2U)
C Calculate H•H using the rresh passed across fran the calling progran
C in the array WKRES and rErnffIJber ing that a uni form rresh is used here
C for simplicity - a non-uni formrresh would be rrnre usual
HSQRED = (WKRES(2) - WKRES(l)) •• 2
DO 60 1=2 ,NMIN1
R(I) =( Y(I+1)-Y(I)•2.0 + Y(I-1) ) / HSQRED
R(I) = R(I) + DEXP(-Y(I)) - DEXP(-2.0*Y(I)) - YDOT(I)
60
CONTINUE
C Boundary points: algebraic eqns using Dirichlet b.c.s
C Y(1) = log(T+l) at X(l) and Y(N) = log(T+2) at X(N)
R(l) = Y(l)
DLCC ( T + 1.0DO)
R(N) = Y(N) - DLCC ( T + 2.0dO)
END IF
RETURN
END
The system of ordinary differential equations solved by SPRINT is banded in
that the ith differential equation depends explicitly only on the variables
Ui(t), Ui+ 1 (t) and ('1_ 1 (t). The half - bandwidth of the system is 1. The example program above uses sparse matrix routines , see Section 4.2 of The User
Manual-Part 1. The program could easily be modified to use banded matrix routines by replacing the call to SMTSET by the following call to MATSET.
MU= 1
ML= 1
C Upper and lower bandwidths are both 1
C Set LINALG to 1 for banded as opposed to full rra.trix routines.
LINALG = 1
CALl.. MATSET ( LINALG , NEQ, MU, ML, NWKJAC, NIWJAC, IRET )
The call to SPRINT would then have PREPJS replaced by PREPJB and SOLSS
replaced by SOLSB. (We have assumed that all the variables and names of routines used are declared at the top of the program).
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4. Examples of P.d.e. Problems Ari.sing in Practice.
Most of the p.d.e problems arising in practice are rather more complicated
than the simple equation solved above. For our purposes these more general
p.d.e. problems can be split into 3 classes:
(i) Coupled p .d.e. problems in which the p.d.e. is coupled to ordinary
differential equations.
(ii) Systems of p .d.e.s , for example two coupled p.d.e. equations may describe
the concentration and temperature of some gas .
(iii) Many p .d.e. problems are formulated in two or three space dimensions .
The worst case is thus of a system of p.d.e.s in three space .dimensions with coupled o.d.e.s. The software is designed to handle quite a large range of problems
from classes (i) and (ii) . No attempt has been made as yet to provide software
to semi-discretise p.d.e. problems in two or more space equations , although
several problems of this type have been solved by the user constructing his own
discretisation or by linking in standard finite difference or finite element
modules. The following two problems are simple examples of types (i) and (ii) .
4.1. A Moving Boundary Problem.
This problem is the one phase Stefan problem, see Furzeland (1977), that
provides a simple example of a coupled o.d.e. / p.d.e. system. The problem has
melting due to heat input at the fixed boundary . The p.d.e. is defined by the
equations
0

ax 2

{)t

< Y < s(t)

0.1 < t

< 1.0

U(O , t) = -et ,
U(s (t) , t)

= 0 and

au
ax (s(t),

t) =

-s(t)

on the moving boundary s (t) . The numerie:al solution is started at t =0. 1 with
the analytic solution
U(x,t) =

e(t-z)-1

s(t) = t .

The problem is rewritten by using the co-ordinate transformation

y(t) = x/ s(t)
to fix the moving boundary at y = 1 for all t . The equations become
s2

{) u

-

-

.

fJU

s s y ay

at
with boundary conditions

~~ =

-s(t) et at y

a2 u

-ay 2

y

f:

(0,1).

= 0 and ~~ =

-s(t) s(t) at y

=

1.

The pointy =1 is the point at which the o.d.e. is coupled to the p .d.e. The o.d.e .
variable s (t) is defined implicitly by the 'extra' boundary condition U(l,t) = 0
at the coupling pointy = 1. An example program to solve this program is given
in Appendix B.
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4.2. A Flame Propagation Problem .
This problem provides a simple example of a coupled system of two p.d.e.s .
The flame propagation is described by the following two diffusion-reaction equations for concentration V(x ,t) and temperature W(x ,t) .
BV
{Jt

BW
{Jt

o2 V

=

=

K(W) V , 0

5

X

10

5

,

0

~

t

5

2 .8,

ox 2

where K(V) = 14.8 exp(4.0•(l.0-1./ (V+0.01))).
The left boundary conditions at x = 0 are temperature heat source

aw

0 <t

5

0.05

= -cos(rr 0.5 (-0.05)/ 0.95) , 0.05

=

0

~

t < 1.0

t > 1.0.

I

and a zero condition on the flux
BV
Bx

=

O

.

The right boundary conditions at x = 10 are
tJV
oW
{Jx

=

OX

=

0

The initial conditions are
W(x ,o) = 1 , and

V(x ,o) = o

x

f;

(o, 1) .

The way in which these problems can be solved using the system provided
spatial discretisation routines is described in the following chapter. Example
programs for this problem are given in Appendices B and C .
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5. Using The SPRINT Spatial Discretisation Routines.
Perhaps the simplest way to solve a p.d.e. is for the user to write the problem in the master equation form and to call a SPRINT module to perform the
space discretisation automatically. Currently, the SPDIFF {One of the finite
difference methods developed by Skeel and Berzins (1985) )) or SGENCO (collocation) discretisations are available in SPRINT . The master equation format of
both these modules has been carefully selected to fit a wide range of coupled
o.d.e. and p.d.e. problems. Each of these modules has a setup routine which performs important initialisation tasks and which must be called before SPRINT is
entered . These routines must be called either directly by the user or, if the
SPRITE interface is used , via the user calling the routine SETPDE , see Section
5.6. The three other main components are the routine that is passed across as
RESID to SPRINT . the MONITR routine that is called by SPRINT at the end of
every time - step and an interpolation routine that can be used to generate
extra solution values after SPRINT has integrated to the required time. These
routines can be summarised in the following table .
Method Type
Finite Diff.
Collocation

Module
SPDIFF
SGENCO

Setup
INITSK
INITCC

RESID
SKLRES
SGERES

Interpolation
INTERX
INTERC

MONITR
MVMESH
SPRMON

The MONITR routines are described in Chapter 5 and the use of the interpolation
routines INTERX and INTERC for the processing of results is described in Chapter

7.
5.1. Finite Difference Discretisation SPDIFF.

This discretisation method is a lumped finite element method developed by
Skeel and Berzins {1985) . For simple problems in Cartesian co-ordinates it is
analogous to the usual central, three-point finite-difference formula . However,
for polar and spherical problems, or problems with non-linear coefficients , it
suitably modifies the three-point formula to maintain second-order accuracy.
The user defines the p.d.e. part of his problem in subroutine SPDEFl for the
Skeel {SKLRES) method and the o.d.e. part ofthe problem in subroutine SODEFN.
· The p.d.e. variables U(x , t) are denoted by a U{NPDE, NPTS) array of
J=l, .. ,NPDE componentsat mesh points X{I), I=l, .. ,NPTS, and the o.d.e. variables
V(t) and their time derivatives V are denoted by V{NV) and VDOT{NV) arrays
with NV components. The o.d.e.s may be coupled to the p.d.e.s at various space
points XI(L), L= 1, .. ,NXI which may or may not be equal to some of the mesh
points X{I). The master equation for the p.d.e.s in SPDEFl is
Nfi?E

Li

p=l

0 ,p (x

, t , U, Ux , V,

.

fJUP

I) "t+Q(x
u

,t ,

!!_,

U;z; ,

I, V)
(5.1)

where j denotes the j th p.d.e. and j = l, .. ,NPDE. The vector U(x , t) is defined
by

= [U1(x ,t), ... , UNPDE(x,t)]T
the vector U;z; (x , t) is similarly defined , m denotes the space geometry type,
U(x , t)

and the dots denote time derivatives. The evaluation of the terms C, Q and R is
done at the mid-points of the user supplied mesh X{NPTS) by calling the routine
SPDEFl for each mid-point in turn from the routine SKLRES. Any discontinuities in these functions MUST therefore be at one or more of the mesh points
X(NPTS) . -The function R() can be thought of as a flux, e.g. KU;z; , and is used

- 22 also in the definition of the boundary conditions . For the j th p.d.e. the boundary conditions have the master equation form:
{Ji(t)R(x, t, U, U:z, V) = ,i(x, t, U, U:r::,

I,

V)

{5.2)

The vector U is passed across to the user's routine that defines the precise
form of the boundary condition ( BNDR ) as a FORTRAN array U{NPDE) , the vector U:z as the array UX(NPDE) and the vector Y as V(NV) . The master equation
for tne coupled o.d.e.s is
-

F(I, v,_t,

u·. u;,

R·,

!!/, u;,y

= o

(5.3)

The user must supply a routine , named SODEFN, that evaluates the function
F( • • • ) in equation (5.3) . The arrays

u· . u; . !!. • . u/ , u;t
are passed across by SPDIFF into the routine SODEFN as the FORTRAN arrays
UI , UXI , RI , UTI and UTXI
respectively . These arrays are all of dimension { NPDE,NXI ) and hold the the
solution, flux and derivative values at the coupling points t which is the FORTRAN array XI(NXI).
It should be noted that the last parameters of each of the routines SPDEFl ,
SODEFN and BNDR is the integer IRES . This control parameter can be reset to
force the integrator to take the following action
IRES
2
3
4

Action Taken by SPRINT.
The integration is stopped.
Illegal solution value-the
integration step is retried.
The step is abandoned and
the MONITR routine entered.

Principal Usage.
A last resort to stop SPRINT.
Can be used to stop SPRINT
generating unphysical values.
For use by system subroutines
-use with care.

An illustration of the use of IRES for a p.d.e problem is provided in Appendix B in
conjunction with the moving boundary problem of Section 4.1.
The initial conditions for U(x ,0) and V{O) are supplied by the user in subroutines UINIT and SVINIT. Thefollowing routines represent the p.d.e. problem
of equation (3.10) in a suitable form for the SPDIFF discretisation
C

SUBRDUI'INE SPDEFl{ T, X, NPDE, U, DUDX, C, Q, R, NV, V, VDOT, IRES)
C Routine to describe the p.d.e. syste:n in the Skeel eqn.form (5.1).
C SPDEFl is called for each rresh point in turn by SKLRES.
INTEGER NPDE, J , NV, I RES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, X, U(NPDE), DUDX{NPDE),
1
C{NPDE,NPDE), Q{NPDE), R{NPDE), V(l), VDaI'(l),
DO 9 J = 1 , NPDE
C(J ,J) = 1.0DO
R(J) = DUDX{J)
Q(J) = -DEXP( -U(J)) + DEXP{-2.•U(J))
9
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C

SUBRDUI'INE BNDR( T, BETA, GAMMA, U, UX,NPDE,LEIT,NV,V,VDOT,IRES)
C Specifies the boundary conditions in master eqn. form (5.2); the form
C of the flux function R is treated as given - the user only needs to
C specify the values of the arrays BETA and GAMMA.
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DOUBLE PRECISION T, BETA(NPDE), GAMMA(NPDE), U(NPDE), UX(NPDE),
1
V(l), VDOT(l)
LOGICAL LEIT
C LEIT = .TRUE. indicates left-hand boundary condition required.
IF(LEIT) THEN
BETA(l) = O.ODO
GAMMA(l) = U(l) - DLOG(1.0 + T)
ELSE
BETA(l) = O.ODO
GAMMA(l) = U(l) - DLOG(2.0 + T)
END IF
RETURN
END
C

SUBROUTINE UINIT( NPDE, NPTS, X, U)
C Routine for p.d.e. initial values
INTEGER NPDE, NPTS
DOUBLE PRECISION X(NPTS), U(NPDE,NPTS)
DO 10 I= 1,NPTS
10
U(l,I) = DLOG ( X(I) + 1.0DO)
RETURN
END
C

SUBRDUTJNE SODEFN(T, NV, V, VDOT, NPDE, NXI, XJ, UI, UXI, RI,
UTI, UTXI, VRES, IRES)
INTEGER NPDE, NXI, NV, IRES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, XI(NXI), UI(NPDE,NXI), UXI(NPDE,NXI),
1
RI(NPDE,NXI), UTI(NPDE,NXI), UTXI(NPDE;NXI), VRES(NV),
2
V(NV), VDOT(NV)
C Routine for auxiliary o.d.e.s (if any) in master eqn. form (5.3)
C Not used in this exanple.
1

RETURN
END
C

SUBRDUTINE SVINIT( V,NV)
C Routine for initial values of auxiliary o.d.e.s (if any) .
C SVINIT not used in this exanple
INTEGER NV
DOUBLE PRECISION V(NV)
RETURN
END
Two other example p.d.e. problems are given in Appendices A and B showing
the use of the master equation approach with the SPDIFF discretisation module .
Appendix A contains a single p.d.e. that models diffusion-reaction in a cylinder
and uses the full SPRINT interface . Appendix B contains the code for the moving boundary example of a single o.d.e. coupled to a p.d.e. in Section 4.1 using
the simplified SPRITE interface.
5.1.1. Initialising the SPDIFF Module.
In the same way that the time integration and the linear algebra modules
have to be initialised before SPRINT is entered (Sections 2.2 and 2.3 the initialisation routine INITSK has to be called before the SPDIFF discretisation method
can be used. The initialisation routine performs tasks suc_h as checking the
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legality of parameters , checking the spatial mesh , initialising the SPRINT solution vector and so forth. The precise details of the call to this routine are supplied in Appendix E and an example of its use is given in Appendix A.
5 .2. Collocation Discretisation SGENCO .
The collocation discretisation module SGENCO offers a family of high-order
formulae based on Chebyshev polynomials. The user can select the order of
approximation to be used and also whether the approximation to the solution of
the p.d.e. consists of one global polynomial or of a piecewise polynomial . The
formulae were developed by Berzins and Dew (1985) and possess Co continuity
between each pair of breakpoints. The interval between . each pair of breakpoints is treated by SGENCO as an element. In the case of just one element the
break-points are the boundaries of the spatial domain. It is necessary to define
the total number of space points, NPTL, to be used in an element (including the
break-points ). The degree of polynomial used to approximate the solution
between the break-points is then (NPTL-1). The smallest value that NPTL can
take is NPTL = 2 in which case the element has only two break-points and no
interior points . The degree of polynomial used to approximate the solution is
then {NPTL-1) which is 1 {linear polynomial). The power of the collocation
method however lies in the ability to use high-order polynomials and there is no
pre-set upper limit to the degree of polynomial that can be used. The master
equations for the p.d.e.s solved by the collocation module SGENCO are defined in
the user subroutine SPDEFN and are of an even more general nature than for
the SPDEFl {Skeel) method, as is shown in equation (5.4) .

Q(x , t , U , Ux , Ut , Uxt , V , V)
B

(5.4)
.

= x-m {ii"(xmR;(x, t, !!_, !!_x, Ut, Uxt, V, V))
This module thus operates in rather a different way to SPDIFF in that the
user does not define a set of spatial mesh points but instead defines a number of
elements say , NEL . Each element is bounded by a pair of break-points ; the Ith
element is bounded by XBK{I) and XBK(I+ 1) .- The break-points must be strictly
increasing i.e.
XBK(l)<XBK(2)< .... <XBK(lBK)
where IBK (= NEL+l) is the number of break points and the left-most point is
the left-hand boundary of the p.d.e. and the right most point is the right-hand
boundary of the p.d.e. These points are otherwise free to be placed where the
user thinks best. The only restriction is that if the function Q in equation (5.4)
has a discontinuity at some point then this point must be one of the breakpoints. The discretisation method approximates the solution by a polynomial of
degree (NPTL-1) between each pair of break-points where NPTL is a parameter
that is defined by the user in the call to the setup routine INITCC (see below).
The polynomial solution is defined between the break-points by forcing it to
satisfy the differential equation at (NPTL - 2) points which are chosen by the
module. The polynomial that approximates the solution is forced to be continuous at the break-points . The flux function R in equation (5.4) is assumed to be
continuous at the break-points as this is usual on physical grounds. In the case
when NPTL is two then the solution is approximated by piecewise linear polynomials between each pair of break-points and the method is similar to an ordinary finite element method.
The user-supplied routine SPDEFN is called once for all mesh points
between a pair of break-points rather than point-wise as with SPDEFL This
means that the user must define the functions Q and R as in equation (5.4) on
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each the open interval
(

XBK(I) , XBK(I+ 1)

)

in turn . This is only really important if the function Q in equation (5.4) is
discontinuous at the break points e.g. due to a material interface.
The boundary conditions allowed by SGENCO are slightly more general than
those of SPDIFF and are defined in routine SBNDR (in place of BNDR in (4.3)
above)

u, ,U:zt , V, V) =
----

(3j (t )R(x , t, U , Uz ,

Ut ,Uzt , V, V)
----

o/j (x , t, U, Uz ,

(5.5)

As in Section 5.1 the coupled o.d.e. equations are assumed to be defined by equation (5.3) and the form of the routine that the user must supply (SODEFN) is
exactly the same as for the SPDIFF module .
It should be noted that the last parameters of each of the routines SPDEFl ,
SODEFN and BNDR is the integer IRES . This control parameter can be reset as
is defined in Section 5.1.1 to force the integrator to take action to avoid illegal
solution values or to terminate the integration.
Appendix C illustrates the problem definition routines SPDEFN and SBNDR
that are used with SGENCO for the flame propagation problem of Section 4.2 .
5.2. 1. Initialising The SGENCO Module.
In the same way that the time integration and the linear algebra modules
have to be initialised (Sections 2.2 and 2.3) the initialisation routine INITCC has
to be called before the SGENCO discretisation method can be used. The initialisation routine performs tasks such as checking the legality of parameters ,
checking the break-points , initialising the SPRINT solution vector and so forth .
The precise details of the call to this routine are supplied in Appendix E.
5.3. Ordering or O.D.E. Solution Vector
The following convention is used by the SPRINT routines introduced above
in discretising systems of p.d.e.s that are cot1pled to o.d.e.s . The o.d.e. solution
vector , say Y(t) , that is passed to SPRINT is ordered as follows. Suppose that a
system of NPDE partial differential equations with NV coupled o.d.e.s and that
NPTS spatial mesh points are used in the discretisation of the p.d.e. The
p.d.e./o.d.e. solution component that is stored in a given component of the solution vector used by SPRINT, Y(t) is defined by:

~(t) = U,;.(xj , t)
where k

= NPDEx(j-l)+i

,i

=

1, ... , NPDE and j

= 1, ... , NPTS.

and

Yi(t) = Vm
where l = NPDExNPTS+m , m = 1, . .. , NV
and ~is the coupled o.d.e. system of dimension NV.
In other words the p.d.e. components are stored column-wise i.e. all components at mesh point 1 , then mesh point 2 , etc . All the p.d.e. solution values
are stored before the coupled o.d.e. components . In the case of the collocation
module SGENCO the value of NPTS is (IBK-1)-+(NPTL-1)+1 where NPTL-1 is the
degree of the approximating polynomial used between each pair of spatial mesh
points and where IBK is the number of break-points. The total number of ordinary differential/algebraic equations integrated by SPRINT is then given by the
table at the end of the next sub-section.

......: :_,.--:..
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5.4. Choice or Linear Algebra Routines When Solving P.D.E. Problems.
The most efficient linear algebra routines to be used in conjunction with
the method of lines and SPRINT are the banded matrix routines. The size of the
parameters MU and ML in the call to the setup routine MATSET (see Section 4.1
of the User Manual-Part 1) is given by the parameter IBAND that is generated by
the setup routines INITSK and INITCC . The values of this parameter and the
number of o.d.e./algebraic equations that are generated by the two methods are
provided by the following table :
Module
SPDIFF
SGENCO

Number of Equations in SPRINT
NPDE • NPTS + NV
NPDE * (IBK-l)*(NPTL-l)+NPDE + NV

Size of MU and ML
2*NPDE -1
NPTL*NPDE -1

The convention used by the discretisation routines in ordering the o.d.e.
solution vector {described in Section 5.3) means that banded matrix routines
cannot be used with coupled o.d.e./p.d.e. problems. In the case of such problems the sparse matrix techniques are probably the most efficient .

5.5. Solving P.D.E. Problems Using the Full SPRJNT Interface
The following is a complete list of instructions for using the full interface to
SPRINT. The easiest way to follow the use of these instructions is by comparison
with one of the example programs e.g. Appendix A for the SPDIFF discretisation
routine or Appendix C for the SGENCO discretisation routine.
(1) Pr-ovide the problem definition subroutines:
SPDEFl to form the terms C,Q and R in the master eqn. (5.1) for the
SPDIFF discretisation, or SPDEFN for Q and R in eqn. (5.4) .for the collocation discretisation.
BNDR to form the terms BETA (p) and GAMMA(-)') associated with R for
the boundary conditions (5.2) for the Skeel p.d.e. discretisation, or
SBNDR to form the terms BETA and GAMMA associated with R for the
boundary conditions (5.5) for the co!location discretisation SGENCO .
SODEFN to supply the auxiliary o.d.e.s (if any) according to the residual form of master equation (5.3). UINIT to form the initial values of
the p.d.e. variables. SVINIT to form the initial values of the o.d.e. variables.
(2) Construct a driver routine and set the following parameters:
Set NPDE = number of p.d.e.s. For SPDIFF discretisation set NPTS =
number of mesh points, and define a space mesh X(l), .. ,X(NPTS).
For the Collocation method, define a set of (NEL+ 1) breakpoints XBK(I)
which in turn define NEL spatial elements (XBK(I), XBK(I+ 1)) and set
NPTL to number of mesh-points in each element (> 1 ), the degree of
collocation polynomial is -NPTL-1 in each element. Set NPTS = NEL •
NPTL-1 (the total no. mesh points) and put X(l)=XBK(l)=A and
X(NPTS)=XBK(NEL+ l)=B.
Set M for space co-ordinate type = 0 for Cartesian, = 1 for cylindrical,
= 2 for spherical.
Set NV = no. of o.d.e.s (if any) that are coupled to p.d.e.s NXI = no. of
coupling pts and Xl(NXI) to coupling point x values.
Declare a solution vector array U of length NEQ=NPDE*NPTS + NV
where U(N}, N=(I-l)*NPDE + J , J= 1, .. ,NPDE , I= 1 , .. ,NPTS contains the
solution for p.d.e. J at mesh point X(I) and the remainder of U contains
the o.d.e. components V(NV). In the case of collocation the length of

. :.~.•.·•,-·
:. .. .~·.

- 27 the vector U must be NPDE "'NEL"' {NPTL-1) + NPDE +NV. The dimension of the time derivative array and the first dimension of the YSAVE
array must also be the same as the U dimension.
Set REMESH =.TRUE. if remeshing is required {else. FALSE.)- see (4)
Set MAXNPT = max. no. mesh points (MAXNPT=NPTS if REMESH is
FALSE).
Specify workspace WKRES of size NWKRES at least NPDE•(NPTS•2 +
NXI"'6 + 17) +NXI+NV+ 2•NPDE(MAXNPT-NPTS) + 4"'MAXNPT for use by
space
discretisation
residual
routine
SKLRES
or
of
size
2*NPTL"'(NPTL+ NEL+ 1) + 2 + NV + NPDE*{7 "' (NPTL + NXI) + 8) for use
by the collocation residual routine SGERES .
Set all other time integration and linear algebra parameters as given
in User Manual I.
(3) Call the initialisation modules:
MATSET or SMTSET for c;hoice of linear algebra ( the parameters
needed are described in the User Manual Part 1);
BDFSET, THESET, THBSET or BLDSET for choice of o.d.e. integrator ( the
parameters needed are described in the User Manual Part 1 );
INITSK or INITCC for choice of space discretisation (SPDIFF or SGENCO
respectively). The parameters needed by INITSK and INITCC are given
in Appendix E.
(4) Set the remeshing parameters and EVNRMF subroutine
Note this option is currently only available with the SPDIFF discretisation and not with the collocation metho.d SGENCO . The remeshing
algorithm is outlined in Section 6.2. The remeshing option is selected
by setting the parameter REMESH = . TRUE. in the call to INITSK and
supplying a remesh monitor function, see Section 6.2.
(5) Call SPRINT with the discretisation modules - in the call to SPRINT replace
the EXTERNAL name RESID with the name SKLRES if the SPDIFF module is to
be used or with the name SGERES if the module SGENCO is to be used , and
ensure that WKRES(NWKRES) and WKMON(NWKMON) provide sufficient
workspace. Similarly the EXTERNAL named MONITR in the call to SPRINT
should be replaced with SPRMON if SGENCO is being used and MVMESH if
SPDIFF is being used. The appropriate linear algebra and integration
EXTERNAL names must also be selected, see Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
5.6. Solving P.D.E.s Using SPRITE.

The easiest way for the user to understand how to use SPRITE to solve
p.d.e.s is to combine reading the instructions below with the example program
in Appendix B. In addition to the SPRITE call with parameters as specified in
Section 2.4 the following steps are needed to solve p.d.e.s with SPRITE:
(1) Carry out steps (1) and (2) as given at the beginning of Section 5.5 . For the
workspace, define the required length NWKRES as in step (2), and extend
the length of SPRITE's real workspace RW by this amount {see Section 2.4
for the length of RW), i.e. RW is of length NWK = NRW + NWKRES .
(2) Set up two CHARACTER*6 variables, one { STEP ) to contain the name of the
chosen integrator {see Section 2.4 ), and one (SPACE) to contain the name
of the chosen discretisation:
CHARACTER *6 SP ACE
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SPACE= 'SKEEL' for the Skeel discretisation
or SPACE= 'COLL' for the collocation method.
(3) Call the setup routine SETPDE. This replaces the calls to initialisation
rrndules INITSK and INITCC.
CALL SETPDE(NEQ,NPDE,NPTS,X,Y,SPACE,STEP,RJf,NWK,M,TS,IBAND,

1

(4)

(5)
(6)

ITIME ,REMESH,MAXNPT,XBK, IBK,NEL,NPTL ,NV,NXI ,XI)

All the variables in this call are defined under INITSK or INITCC in Appendix
E, with the exception of STEP and SPACE. Tbe variables XBK , IBK , NPTL
and NEL are used only in the cas of the collocation discretisation SGENCO.
As SETPDE is called before SPRITE the value of IBAND returned may be used
for both the upper and lower bandwidths MU and ML that are passed across
as the optional inputs IW(15) and IW(18) when the banded matrix option is
used in SPRITE.
As for step (4) in Section 5.5 above.
Call SPRITE to perform the time integration, choosing either SKLRES or
SGERES for the routine RESID , according to the chosen space discretisation.

An overview of the program structure required for solving both o.d.e.s and
p .d.e.s us ing the SPRITE interface is given in Figure 2 and an example of its use
is given in Appendix B.
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, · -; Figure 2 . Call structure using SPRlTE.
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6. The Optional MONITR Routine Called after Each O.D.E. Step
After each step taken by the SPRINT o.d.e. integrator an optional routine,
generic name MONITR. is called which gives the user the opportunity to interrogate the current solution Y(T) in detail. Within MONITR the user can perform
intermediate output or calculations (e.g. the estimation of the global error),
interrupt checks, discontinuity handling, space remeshing {see earlier). Three
examples of the use of user-provided MONITR routines are given below.
(1) Extra output and interrogation of the solution
(2) Adaptive space remeshing
{3) Time discontinuity handling
In this part of the manual we shall deal only with (1) and (2) from above. The
option (3) is covered by the User Manual Part I , pp 52-58 . If the user does not
wish to use any of these options he can supply the default monitor SPRMON in
place of MONITR in the call to SPRINT .
6.1. Extra output and interrogation of the solution
If the user simply wishes more detailed printout of the solution process at
each tim'e level he can use the SPRINT trace options which automatically print
out the solution in a standard format. Fuller, trace levels are available up to
level 4 to provide detailed information on the Jacobian entries, the non-linear
iteration and the time integration. The user can also perform his own intermediate output, calculations and interrupt checks at the end of each time step
(rather than at TOUT on return from SPRINT to the calling- program) by inserting
the relevant statements in a version of MONITR which he writes himself. As well
· as the ability to interrogate the current solution Y and its derivatives, the user
bas access to the step-size last used, the step-size about to be used, the
minimum/maximum step-sizes to be taken, and the local error estimates.
Further, the user can control the course of integration if necessary through the
parameters IMON and INLN. Also the user can pass control from the RESID routine to MONITR by setting IRES = 4 in RESID (see User Manual I Ch.s 3 and 8). If
the user requires a simple, very easy-to-use version of MONITR, he can specify
'EZMNTR' as the name for MONITR in the call to SPRINT or SPRITE. He must then
provide a routine called MYMNTR containing his own requirements, having the
fol lowing form:
·
SUBROUTINE MYMNTR ( NEQ, T, Y, H, IMON )
INTffiER NEQ, IMON
DOUBLE PRECISION T, Y(NEQ), H
............. provide output/save results
............. check values of variables?

RETURN
END

Parameters
NEQ Number of differential/algebraic equations being solved.
T Current value of the integration time.
Y Array containing the current values of the solution at time T.
H Value of the latest integration step size.
IMON Flag. In general leave unchanged. 1f the integration is to be halted
{e.g. when one of the variables has reached a given value), set IMON = 2.
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6.2. Adaptive Space Remesbing.
6.2.1. Introduction.
The adaptive space remeshing modules can be used to generate space
meshes that automatically follow the changing time-dependent nature of the
solution and offer a more efficient and accurate solution using fewer mesh
points than a fixed uniform or non-uniform mesh. Travelling wavefronts, propagating flame fronts or problems with variable-width boundary layers all
benefit from using a moving, adaptive mesh. The mesh spacing is automatically
refined where the solution gradients are ste~pest. The method is a discrete
time-step method where, at certain time-steps in the method of lines solution, a
new mesh is automatically created based on the current solution profile then
the solution is interpolated onto the new mesh and the integration continued.
The SPRINT MONITR routine called at each time-step is a natural choice for carrying out this remeshing function.
The discrete-time nature of this remeshing approach has the advantage
that remeshing algorithms developed for two-point boundary value problems
can be readily used. The technique used within SPRINT was developed by Furzeland (1984) based on the ideas of Kautsky and Nichols (1980).
6.2.2. Restrictions on SPRINT Remesbing.
The user should note that it is his responsibility to ensure that the remeshing routine is called frequently enough for the mesh to be up-to-date. In addition the discrete-time approach to remeshing used here may not be suitable for
hyperbolic problems with shocks where space-time characteristic information is
important. In this situation , even if remeshing is performed at every time-step,
the mesh will lag behind the shock wave. For such problems the user should
construct a continuous , Lagrangian type method for the mesh-point movement
, see Furzeland (1984) or Miller (1981) .
The first version of the remeshing facility can only be used with the SPDIFF
module or with the user's own spatial discretisation. The remeshing facility cannot currently be used with the Collocation module SGENCO of Section 5.2 .
Although the remeshing option has been designed to work with SPDIFF, the
following restrictions on its use should be noted . . The facility can be used in
conjunction with fixed coupling points for coupled o.d.e.s (the only problem may
be that the variable mesh points drift too far away from the coupling points so
that interpolation for the coupling point value becomes inaccurate). The only
other restriction at present is that remeshing cannot be used to solve p.d.e.
problems where the solution has a discontinuous first derivative , say , due to a
material interface. In such cases the material interface must be at a mesh
point for the SPDIFF module to work. The remeshing algorithm would probably
move the mesh point away from the precise interface point.
6.2.3. Using the Remesh Facilities.
The remesh option has been designed to be used with the SPDIFF module
which is selected by the user calling SPRINT with the RESID routine SKLRES and
the remesh MONITR routine MVMESH . A call to the initialisation routine INITSK
with REMESH = .TRUE. should precede the call to SPRINT in the user's calling
program. The REMESH parameter can also be set to .FALSE. via the COMMON
block MESHTI , see below , at some later time. An example program for the
flame propagation problem of Section 4.2 in Appendix D illustrates the procedure. The remesh facility can also be used with the user's own spatial discretisation ( e.g. the discretisation of Section 3.2 ). In both cases where remeshing
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can be used the user must supply extra information by defining COMMON blocks
and writing a routine that provides a remesh monitor function. We shall now
describe how this is done for SPDIFF in Section B.2.4. and for the user's own
discretisation respectively in Section 6.2.5.
6.2.4. Choice o[ Mesh Behaviour with SPDIFF.

The user controls the way the mesh moves by specifying an auxiliary
remesh subroutine that specifies in an analytic or numeric form the particular
aspect of the solution behaviour the user wishes to track, e.g. for a wavefront
this can be the second space derivative of the solution. Using this subroutine
as a general guide the remesh modules construct a non-uniform mesh at the
current time-step which satisfies certain sensible criteria on the space mesh
sizes and adjacent mesh ratios. These mesh criteria are passed across by COMMON blocks that are described below. In the case when the user is using
remeshing with the SPDIFF module this auxiliary routine must have the name
EVNRMF and must be specified as is illustrated by the following example.
An example EVNRMF which uses the current second space derivative as the
rErI"Eshrronitor function is given below.
SUEROlITINE EVNRMF( TIME, NPTS, NPDE, X, U, R, MAXNPT, FMON)
C Toe user must supply a rErI"Esh indicator array FMON(NPTS) to indicate the
C solution behaviour of interest . FMON() rrust be >=0 and not zero
C everywhere . Toe routine EVNRMF is used by the rerreshing routines to
C choose a mesh which equally distributes the integral of FMON (called the
C- 'rroni tor function') . In this exanpl e FMON( ) is set to
C the second derivative forrred by simple approxirra.tion of
C of the fluxes R available fran the Skeel discretisation. R(J,I) contains
C the flux for Jth p.d.e. at point XF(I) where XF(I)=(X(I+l)-X(I))•0.5,
CI= 2 , . .. , NPTS and
XF(l)=X(l) , XF(NPTS+l)=X(NPTS).
I NT.EGER NPTS. NPDE MAXNPT I . J ' K, L
DOUBLE PRECISION U(NPDE,1), X(NPTS), SUM, FMON(NPTS), TIME,
1
R(NPDE,1), DRDX, H
DO 10 1=1,NPTS
. K = MAXO( 1, I -1)
L = MINO(NPTS,I+l)
H = (X(L) - X(K)) • 0.5DO
SUM=O. ODO
DO 5 J=l ,NPDE
C 2ND DERIV . MONITOR FUNCTION
DRDX = {R{J,1+1) - R(J,I)) / H
5
SUM= SUM+ DRDX••2
FMON(I)=DSQRT{SUM)
10 CONTINUE
I

I

RETURN
END

The way this monitor function is used to equally distribute the mesh is controlled by COMMON block parameters that the user has to specify in the calling
program. These parameters can be used to control the local and global space
mesh ratios , the number of mesh points used and how often remeshing takes
place . In the discussion of these parameters we shall assume that the initialisation routine JNITSK will be called with an initial mesh of NPTS points (X(NPTS) ).
These COMMON parc.lil:!ters rrust be declared as
INT.EGER IPMINF, NOP, NRMESH, ICOUNI'
lffi I CAL REMESH
DOUBLE PRECISION CONST, STPRAT, TOlIT
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COMMON jMESHI N/ CONST, STPRAT, I PMI NF, NOP
COMMON jMESHTI/ TOUI', REMESH, NRMESH, ICOUNT
where
CONST - input bound on the sub-integral of the monitor FMON over each
space step. The remesh routine then attempts to ensure
:z:NPTS

:z:i+l

f

~

FMON(x , u) dx

:s;

CONST

f

FMON(x , u) dx

.i:1

see Kautsky and Nichols (1980) and Furzeland (1984). CONST gives the user
extra control over the mesh distribution e.g. decr·e asing CONST allows
2

more clustering. A typical value of CONST is NPTS-l but the choice of
FMON and NPTS may affect this by a factor of 5 either way. In practice its
value is not critical and the mesh should still be qualitatively correct. It
should also be noted that if FMON represents a measure of the spatial
discretisation error then CONST can be used to control this error.
STPRAT -input bound on adjacent mesh ratio {> 1 typically in the range 1.5
to 3.0 ): this also controls space truncation errors.
IPMINF -controls print out of mesh information. IPMINF=O provides no
print, = 1 summary print, =2 full print {monitors, meshes.etc.) .
NOP=O indicates that a variable, automatically-chosen number of points is
required, else set NOP=NPTS. If NOP = 0 then the number of mesh points is
chosen to satisfy the CONST and STPRAT constraints above and to within the
bounds of the MAXNPT constraint in the call to INITSK, see Appendix E.
TOUT see below under NRMESH=O .
REMESH set TRUE or FALSE to switch rerneshing on and off {this can b e
changed for later (time) calls to SPRINT) .
NRMESH dictates how often to remesh in time , if = 1 remeshes every timestep , =2 remeshes every 2nd time step etc. If NRMESH is zero then
remeshing takes place only at time TOUT (SPRINT must be called with
INFORM(2)=4 and RWORK(l) set to current TOUT) . In order to keep the
mesh up-to-date NRMESH should be kept small ( e.g. 3 ). The NRMESH = 0
option with TOUT is useful if the user has information on the speed of the
wave front.
ICOUNT internal counter for NRMESH, just initialise ICOUNT to 0.
The initialisation routines INITSK can be used to find a good starting mesh
that is based upon the user's mesh , EVNRMF and the parameters described
above. The new mesh is returned in X{NOP) and NPTS and the number of o.d.e.
equations NEQ is updated if NOP is different to the value of NPTS in the call to
INITSK. In the case when the initial solution profile is flat tbe user can put extra
information into EVNRMF at TIME= 0.0 to ,say, anticipate a boundary layer forming at X{l) = 0 by letting
e.g. IF( T .EQ. O.O)FMON(I) = DEXP(-X(I)) .
The flame propagation problem of Section 4.2 is a typical problem which
benefits from spatial remeshing in that there is better resolution of the flame
front and less mesh points need to be used. The example code for this problem
is given in Appendix D. Figure 3 shows typical meshes and solution profiles at
times 1.0 and 2.B .
··
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Figure 3 - Example E, temperature (W) and concentration
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6.2.5. Use of Remeshing with the User's OWn Discretisation.
In the case when remeshing is used with the user's own space discretisation
.the user still supplies the COMMON parameters as in Section 6.2.4 but he must
(i) write his own RESID routine in place of selecting SKLRES as RESID and writing SPDEFl and BNDR,
(ii) select the system MONITR routine MONFDR in place of MVMESH (as used by
the SPDIFF module) in the call to SPRINT,
(iii) call the routine INITFD instead of INITSK prior to the call to SPRINT , see
Appendix E for the precise details of this call,
(iv) construct a user-supplied routine (analogous to EVNRMF ) that must have
the name EVNFDB. The parameter list to the EVNFDB routine is
SUBRDlITINE EVNFDB(T,NPTS,NPDE,NV,WKRES,Y,YDOT,MAXNPT,FMON)
INTEGER NPTS, NPDE, NV ,MAXNPT
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(l),YDOT(l),WKRES(l),FMON(l)
In the above NV is the coupled number of o.d.e.s to NPDE p.d.e.s and the
WKRES array can be used to pass information from user's RESID routine. The
arrays Y and YDOT are current solution and time derivative arrays.
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The user has more freedom in that YDOT is now available in the interface
and so are the coupled o.d.e. variables (held in Y(NPDE•NPTS+L) , L = 1,NV ).
Further information can be passed across from RESID in the WKRES array providing that it does not overwrite the mesh which is held in WKRES(l) to
WKRES(NPTS). However unlike EVNRMF with SPDIFF no flux values are passed
across . Dummy array lengths of 1 are used for the arrays Y, YDOT and WKRES.
The COMMON blocks and the variables they contain are the same as for SPDIFF.
7. Post Processing or Results.
One of the tasks that commonly needs to be performed after SPRINT has
returned the solution at the required time is to post process the results. Both
the finite difference and collocation methods return solution values at the mesh
points only. Two routines are provided in SPRINT to allow the user to investigate
the value of the solution between these mesh point values. Both these routines
interpolate between the mesh point values to obtain the estimates of the solution.
7 .1. SPDIFF Interpolation Routine.
The interface for the interpolation routine associated with the SPDIFF finite
difference discretisationrmdule is given by:
SUBROUfINE INTERX ( XP, UP, IPTS, X, U, NPTS, NPDE, !FLAG, IT)
INTEGER I PTS, NPTS, NPDE, I FLAG, IT
DOUBLE PRECISION XP(IPTS), UP{NPDE,NPTS,IT), X(NPTS), U(NPDE,NPTS)
where X(NPTS) is the original mesh, U(NPDE, NPTS) is the original solution computed on that mesh , XP{IPTS) is the array of new mesh points at which the new
solution is requireii and UP(NPDE,IPTS, IT) is the array that holds the new solution values . The value of IT determines how many solution derivatives are computed . When IT = 1 UP(I,J, 1) holds the solution for the Ith p.d.e. at XP{J) . In
addition when IT = 2 UP(I,J,2) holds the first space derivative at XP(J) . The
interpolation method used between each pair of mesh points is linear interpolation.
7.2. SGENCO Interpolation Routine.
The interface for the interpolation routine associated with the SGENCO Collocation discretisationrrndule is given by:
SUBROUf INE INTERC (XP, UP, I PTS, U, NEQ, NPDE, I FLAG, IT, WKRES, NWKRES)
INTEGER IPT=. . NEQ, NPDE, !FLAG, IT, NWKRES
DOUBLE PRECISION XP(IPTS), UP(NPDE,NPTS,IT), X(NPTS), U{NEQ),
WKRES(NWKRES)
where U{NEQ) is the original solution produced by SPRINT, XP(IPTS) is the array
of new mesh points at which the new solution is required and UP(NPDE,IPTS, IT)
is the array that holds the new solution values . The value of IT determines how
many solution derivatives are computed . When IT = 1 UP(J,J, 1) holds the solution for the Ith p.d.e . at XP{J). In addition when IT = 2 UP(I,J,2) holds the first
space derivative at XP(J) . The workspace WKRES(NWKRES) is the workspace that
is passed across to SPRINT as the wot"kspace for the routine SGERES. The interpolation method used is that of a polynomial of degree NPTL-1 between each pair
of break-points XBK(IBK) passed across to the routine INITCC when the discretisation routine was initialised. It should be noted that if IT=2 then t_he array
XP{IPTS) must not contain any of the break points as the routine assumes that
only the solution is continuous at these points .
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Appendix A:. P.d.e. Example 1, Di1Iusion-reaction in a Cylinder
The problem is to solve the single diffusion - reaction p.d.e. in cylindrical
co-ordinates :

I
.I
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where T(r ,z) is the temperature in the cylinder and a , {3 , 1 and e are given
thermal properties . The initial and boundary conditions are

T(r , 0) = 0
T(O, z)

=0

and

Os;rs;l
fJT~~,z)

=Q

• ·

The problem is solved using the full SPRINT interface with the SPDIFF
discretisation module . The axial direction • z • is treated as a time-like coordinate. The code is
INTEGER NEQ, NV, NXI, M, MAXNPT, NPTS, NPDE, NEgv{AX, NWKMON,
1
NRW, IBAND, ITIME, I, NY2DIM,MAXORD, JSET,NWKJAC, JTRACE,
2
LIW, NEL, JACPVT(50), JSINFO( 4), ITOL, INFORM(50), IDEV
DOUBLE PRECISION T, TOUI', Y(41), YDOT(41), RWORK(144), RTOL,
1
ATOL, WKRES(300), YSAVE(41,8), WKJAC(600), WKMON,
2
X( 41). XI, TINC, TEND, ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, EPS
LOGICAL REMESH
CHARACTER.*6 SNORM
C

DECLARE NAMES OF SPRINT ROUI'JNES USED.

C
C

EXTERNAL SKLRES, SPGEAR, PREPJS, SOLSS, SPRMON, SPRJAC
C
C
C

C
C

C

C

COMMON BLOCK FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF PROBLEM.
COMMON /1'PROPS/ ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, EPS
COMMON /SDEV2/ ITRACE, IDEV
ALPHA = 1. ODO
BETA = O. lDO
GAMMA = 1 . ODO
EPS
= O. lDO
SPRINT WI TII GEAR INTEGRATION AND SKEEL SPACE DI SCR.
IDEV = 4
EXAMPLE PROGRAM BASED ON A SIMPLE CHEMICAL REACTOR MODEL (CYLJNDER)
NV= 0
NXI = 0
XI= O.ODO
SET M FOR SPACE CO-ORDINATE TYPE
M
0 FOR CARI'ESIAN,
1 FOR CYLINDRICAL,= 2 FOR SPHERICAL

=

=

M= 1
C PDE AND SPACE SIZES:
C MAXNPT ALSO USED FOR FIXED Af?RAY DIMENSIONS IN MONITOR - MONITR
MAXNPT=41
NPTS = 31
NPDE = 1
NEQ = NPDE • NPTS + NV
NEQMAX = NPDE • MAXNPT
C

C MONITOR WORKSPACE SIZE

+ NV
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NWKMON = 1
C NRW IS SIZE OF RWORK INTEGRATOR WORKSPACE
NRW = 21 + 3 *NEQMAX
C

C SPACE MESH INFO.: MESH SPACING X(1) ... X(NPTS)
X(1)=0.0DO
X(NPTS) = 1. ODO
DO 10 I= 2, NPTS-1
10
X(I)=X(l)+(J-l)*(X(NPTS)-X(l))/(NPTS-1)
C

CALL TI-IE SKEEL DISCRETJSATION INITIALISATION ROUI'JNE
m<RES IS TI-IE WORKSPACE USED BY SKEEL ROUI'INE HAS TO BE OF SIZE AT LEAS
C NPDE*(NPTS*2+NXI*6+17) + NXI +NV+ 2*NPDE(MAXNPI'-NPTS) + 4*MAXNPT
C
C

C

NWKRES = 300
!BAND= 0
C !TIME - SHOULD BE SET TO 1 ON TI-iE 1ST CALL (=2 VALUE USED FOR REMESHIN
ITIME = 1
C REMESH INFO ( IF TRUE EXTRA INFO. IS NEEDED SEE 1 ate r SECT ION
)
REMESH = . FALSE.
CALL INITSK( NEQ, NPDE, NPTS, X, Y, WKRES, NWKRES, M, T, !BAND,
1
ITIME, REMESH, MA.XNPT, NV, NXJ, XI)
IF(ITIME .LT. O)TI-IEN
WRITE(IDEV,902)1TIME
902
FORMAT('O SETUP FAILURE IN INITSK' ,13)
STOP
ENDIF
C

C O.D.E. INTEGRATOR INITIALISATION CALL
C

NY2DIM = 8
MAXORD = 5
ISET = 0
CALL BDFSET( NY2DIM, ISET, MAXORD, 2, .TRUE.)
IF(ISET .LT. O)GO TO 100
C

C LINEAR ALGEBRA INI TI ALI SAT ION CALL
C

ISET = 0
LIW = 50
NEL = 125
NWKJAC = 600
CALL SMTSET( NEQ, 2, O.ODO, NWKJAC, LIW, NEL, ISET, JSINFO)
IF(ISET .LT. O)GO TD 100
C

SNORM = ' L2NORM'

50

INFORM( 1) = 0
INFORM(2) = 1
DO 50 I= 3,14
INFORM(!)= 0
ITOL = 1
RTOL = 0.1D-3
ATOL = 0. 1D-3
TINC = 0. 1DO
T
= O.ODO
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TEND= 1.0DO
C

C TIME LOOP:
100 TOUI' = T + TINC
C
SPARSE MATRIX RDUI'INES USED.
CALL SPRINT( NEQ, T, TOUI', Y, YDOT, RWORK, NRW, RTOL, ATOL,
1
ITOL, INFORM, SNORM, SKLRES, WKRES, NWKRES, SPGEAR, YSAVE,
2
NEQMAX, PREP JS, WKJ AC, NWKJ AC, J ACPVT, SPRJ AC, SOLSS,
3
SPRMON, WKMON, NWKMON)
WRITE( IDEV, 81)TOUI', INFORM( 1)
FORMAT(' SOL AT' ,D12. 4,'
81
INFORM(l) ~• ,13,/
X

85

U')

WRITE(IDEV,85)(X(I),Y(I),I=l,NPI'S)
FORMAT(lH ,2F10.5)

C

C CHECK IF INTEGRATION SUCCESSFUL AND WHETHER FURTHER TIME STEPS NEEDED
IF(TOUI'.LT.TEND.AND.INFORM(1).EQ.2)GO TO 100
STOP
END
C

SUBRDUI'INE UINIT( NPDE, NPTS, X, U)
C Routine for p.d.e. initial values
INTEGER NPDE, NPTS
DOUBLE PRECISION X(NPTS), U(NPDE,NPTS)
DO 10 1=1,NPTS
10
U(l,I) = 0.0DO
RETURN
END
C

SUBROUTINE SPDEFl( T, X, NPDE, U, DUDX, C,Q,R,NV,V,VDOT,IRES)
C Routine to describe the p.d.e. systan in the Skeel eqn.form (5.1).
C SPDEF1 is called for eachrresh point in turn by SKI.RES.
INTEGER NPDE, NPTL, J , NV, I RES ·
DOUBLE PRECISION T, X, U(NPDE), DUDX(NPDE).
1
C(NPDE,NPDE), Q(NPDE), R(NPDE), V(l), VDOT(l),
2
ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,EPS
COMMON/TPRDPS/ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,EPS
DO 9 J = 1,NPDE
C(J,J) = ALPHA
R(J) = BETA*DUDX(J)
Q(J) = -GAMMA*DEXP(U(J)/(l+EPS•U(J)) )
9
CONTINUE
RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE BNDR( T, BETA, GAMMA,U,UX,NPDE, LEFI',NV,V,VDOT,IRES)
C Specifies the boundary conditions in rmster eqn. form (5. 2); the form
C of the flux function R is specified in SPDEFl
INTEGER NPDE, I, J. NV, IRES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, BETA(NPDE), GAMMA(NPDE), U(NPDE), UX(NPDE),
1
V(l), VDOT(l)
LOGICAL LEFI'
C FLUX B.C.S AT BOTH ENDS, SYMMETRY CONDITION AT XLEFI' = 0
C R( ) = RLAM*DU/DX = GAMMA( )
BETA( 1) = 1. ODO
IF(LEFT) IBEN
I
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GAMMA(l) = O.ODO
ELSE

BETA(l) = O.ODO
GAMMA(l) = U(l) - O.ODO
END IF
RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE SODEFN(T, NV, V, VDOT, NPDE, NXI, XI, UI, UXI, RI,
1
UTI, UTXI. VRES, IRES)
C Routine for auxiliary o.d.e . s (if any) inrmster eqn. form (5.3)
INTEGER NPDE, NXI, NV, IRES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, XI (NXI), UI (NPDE,NXI). UXI(NPDE,NXI),
1
RI(NPDE,NXI), UTI(NPDE,NXI), UTXI(NPDE,NXI), VRES(NV),
2
V(NV). VDOT(NV), T™
RETURN
END
C

SUBROUTINE SVINIT( V,NV)

C Routine for initial values of auxiliary o.d.e.s (if any)
INTEGER NV
DOUBLE PRECISION V(NV)
C SVINIT NOT USED IN IBIS EXAMPLE
RETURN

END
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Appendix B: P.D.E. Example 2 Moving Boundary Problem.
This appendix contains the code for the moving boundary problem
described in Section 4 . 1. The problem is solved using the SPRITE interface to
SPRINT. The SPDIFF discretisation is invoked by a call to the p .d.e. setup routine SETPDE which is designed to be used with SPRITE. This example illustrates
how the IRES parameter can be used to stop unphysical values being generated .
In this case the position of the moving boundary cannot be less than zero and so
the SODEFN routine returns such values as illegal by setting IRES= 3 .
C

PARAMETER (NNPTS = 41)
PARAMETER (NNEQ = NNPI'S)
C workspace required for sparse rrn.trix algebra routines
PARAMETER (NRWK = 20*NNEQ+93 + 4"'NNEQ + 11 •NNEQ/2)
C workspace for res - skeel discretisation
PARAMETER (NRESWK = NNPTS•5 + 100)
PARAMETER (NMONWK = 1)
PARAMETER (NRW
= NRWK + NRESWK + NMONWK)
C integer workspace
PARAMETER (NIWK = 2•NNEQ + 14)
C

INTEGER I, IBAND, IBK, ITR.ACE, IW(NIWK), M, MAXNPT, NEL, NEQ,
1
NPDE, NPTS, NT, NV, NXI, NPTL, NIW(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION DXP, T, TOUT, TINC,
1
Y(NNEQ) , X(NNPTS) , RTOL(NNEQ) , ATOL(NNEQ) , RW(NRW) ,
2
XI(l), XBK(11) : EXY(31)
LCGICAL REMESH
CHARACTER*8 RESULT,SNORM,MATZ,STEP,SPACE
C

EXTERNAL SKLRES,EZMNTR
C

C

SETUP AND CALL INITIALISATION OF THE SPACE DISCRETISATION ·

C
C

C actual probl fill size - rmy be snal l er than parcrreter statenmts
NPDE
= 1
NPTS
= 31
CM= gearetry (o = planar, 1 = cylindrical, 2 = spherical)
M=O
C define the IIEsh positions in array X(I)
X( 1)=0. ODO
X(NPTS) = 1. ODO
DXP = (X(NPTS)-X(l))/DFLOAT(NPTS-1)
DO 31 I= 2,NPTS - 1
31
X(I) = X(I-1) + DXP
C coupled o.d.e. (rmving boundary)
NV

= 1

NXI
XI ( 1)

= 1
= 1. ODO

REMESH

= . FALSE.

MAXNPT = NNPTS
SPACE
= 'SKEEL'
STEP
= 'GEAR'
RESULT = 'BRIEF'
C

C following needed for collocation rrethod only

{space='coll')
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C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C 41

NEL
= 10
NPTL
= 4
NPTS
= NEL*(NPTL-1)+1
IBK
= 11
XBK(l) =O.ODO
XBK(IBK) = 1.0DO
DXP = (XBK(IBK)-XBK{1))/DF1..0AT{IBK-1)
DO 41 I = 2, IBK
XBK(I) = XBK(I-1) + DXP

C

T
= O. lDO
CALL SETPDE{NEQ,NPDE,NPTS,X,Y,SPACE,STEP,RW,NRESWK,M,T,
1
IBAND, 1, REMESH,MAXNPT,XBK, IBK,NEL,NPTL,NV,NXI ,XI)
C

C

SETUP AND

C

-------------------------------------------------

CALL SPRINT - VIA

EASY

INTERFACE SPRITE

C

52

DO 52 I = l ,NEQ
RTOL{ I) = 1. D-4
ATOL(I) = 1.D-4
ITRACE = 1
SNORM = 'L2NORM'
MATZ
= ' SPARSE'
IW{ 1)
= 0
IW(3)
= 0
NIW{ 1) = NIWK
NIW{2) = 0
NIW{3) = 0
NT
= 1
WRITE(B,4999)
TINC = 0. lD0
DO 53 I= 1,9
TOUT= T + TINC

C

CALL SPRITE{NEQ,T,TOUT,NT,RESULT,Y,RTOL,ATOL,ITRACE,
SNORM,MATZ, STEP, SKLRES,EZMNTR,RW,NRW, IW,NIW)
C

WRITE{B,5000) T,Y(1),Y(2),Y(30),Y{31),Y{32)
CALL EXACT{ T, NPDE, NPTS, X, EXY)
WRITE(B,5000) T,EXY(1),EXY(2),EXY(30),EXY{31),T
C test if SPRINT integration successful
IF {IW{l).NE.2) GO TO 1000
53 CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE
STOP
C

4999 FORMAT('
TIME
5000 FORMAT{7F8.3)

Y(l)

Y(2)

Y(30)

END

SUBROUTINE UINIT( NPDE, NPTS, X, U)
C Routine for p.d.e. initial values (start ti.Ire is 0.1)

INI'EGER NPDE, NPTS
DOUBLE PRECISION X(NPTS), U(NPDE,NPTS), TIME
TIME=O. lD0
DO 10 I = 1 , NPTS

Y(31)

Y(32) ')
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U(l,I) = DEXP( TIME* (1.0DO - X(I))) - 1.0DO
RETURN
END

C

SUBROlITINE SVINIT( V,NV)
C Routine for initial values of auxiliary o.d.e.s (if any)
INTEGER NV
DOUBLE PRECISION V(l)
V(l) = O. lDO
RETURN
END
C

SUBROlITINE SODEFN(T, NV, V, VDOT, NPDE, NXI, XI, UI, UXI, RI ,
1
UTI, lITXI, VRES, IRES)
C Definition of coupled o.d.e. residuals in IJHster eqn . (5.3) form,
C

INTEGER NPDE, NXI, NV, IRES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, XI(NXI), UI(NPDE,NXI), UXI(NPDE,NXI),
1
RI(NPDE,NXI), lITI(NPDE,NXI), lITXI(NPDE,NXI), VRES(NV),
2
V(NV), VDOT(NV)
IF(IRES.EQ.-l)THEN'
C if IRES=-1 then only part dependent on VDOT required
VRES(l) = O. ODO
ELSE
C the residual VRES(l) franrrnving" boundary condition U=O
C th i s and the fixed b.c . at X=l rray be interchanged
VRES(l) = UI(l,1)
ENDIF

C IRES CAN BE RESET TO COPE WIH ILLEGAL VALUES OF M.B. POSITION V(l) .
IF(V(l) .LT. O.ODO)IRES = 3
RETURN

END
C

SUBROlITINE SPDEFl( T, X, NPDE,U,DUDX,C,Q,R,NV, V,VDOT, IRES)
Master equation form of the p.d.e. for rrnving boundary problem,
see equation (5.1) .
·
C THE USER SUPPLIES C, RAND Q AT THE SINGLE MESH-POINT X
C
C

C

C

Y* V * U - V * Y • X • U

C

T

X

= U

, X IN (0,1).

XX

C where Vis the o.d.e. variable s(t) in Section 4.1 .
I NIT.GER NPDE, NPTL, NV, I RES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, X, U(NPDE), DUDX(NPDE),
1
C(NPDE,NPDE), Q(NPDE), R(NPDE), V(l), VDOT(l)
C(l,1) = V(l)*V(l)
R( 1) = DUDX( 1)
Q(l) = -X*VDOT(l)*DUDX(l) * V(l)
RETURN
END
C

SUBROlITINE ENDR( T, BETA, GAMMA, U,UX,NPDE, LEFT, NV,V,VDOT,IRES)
C Specifies boundary conditions for Jth p.d.e. inrraster eqn (5.2) form
C
C
C

BETA(J,T)*R(X,T,U,U ,V , Y) = GAMMA(J,T,U,V,V) AT X = A ORB,

- -x - -
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C The forrn of the flux function R() is specified in SPDEFl. For
C the rmving boundary exanple:
C
U = - V(T) EXP(T) at X=O and U = - V(T) • V(T) at X = 1
C

X

X

C where Vis the o.d.e. variable s(t) in Section 4.1 .
INTEGER NPDE, NV
DOUBLE PRECISION BETA(NPDE) , GAMMA(NPDE) , U(NPDE), UX(NPDE)
,T, V(l), VDOT(l)
L(X;ICAL LEFT
BETA(l) = l.ODO
IF(LEFT)THEN
C known flux b.c. at X=O
GAMMA(l) = -V(l)*DEXP(T)
ELSE

C known flux b.c. at X=l, the rmving boundary condition
GAMMA(!)= -V(l)*VDOT(l)
END IF
RETURN
END
C

SUBROUTINE MYMNTR (NEQ, T, Y,H, IMON)
. C Simple MONITOR (used to test valid solution)
INTEGER NEQ, !MON
DOUBLE PRECISION T,Y(NEQ),H
IF(Y(NEQ).LT.O.ODO) THEN
IMON = - 2
WRITE(8,91) Y(NEQ)
91
FORMAT(' MOVING BOUNDARY TOO SMALL ',D14.8)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C

. SUBROUTINE EVNRMF( TIME. NIP, NPDE, X, U, R, MAXNPT, FMON)
C routine for rITTJeshing (not used in this exanple)
INTEGER NIP, NPDE, MAXNPT
DOUBLE PRECISION TIME, U(NPDE,1),X(NIP),FMON(NIP),R(NPDE,1)
RETURN
END
C

SUBROUTINE EXACT( TIME , NPDE, NPTS, X, U)
C Exact solution (for canparison purpose) - optional routine
INTEGER NPDE, NPTS
DOUBLE PRECISION X(NPTS), U(NPDE,NPTS), TIME
DO 10 I = 1,NPTS
,
10
U(l,I) = DEXP( TIME• (1 . 0DO - X(I))) - 1.0DO
RETURN

END
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Consider the flame propagation problem described in Section 4.2 the problem is solved by using the SGENCO collocation module . Only the routines that
describe the form of the p.d.e. are given here , the calling program is very similar to that in Appendix A and although supplied with the software is not listed
here.
SUBROUTINE UINIT( NPDE, NPTS, X, U)
C Routine for p.d.e . initial values
INTEGER NPDE, NPTS
DOUBLE PRECISION X(NPTS), U(NPDE,NPTS)
DO 10 I= 1,NPTS
U( 1, I) = 1. ODO
10
U(2,I) = O.ODO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SPDEFN ( T, X, NPTL, NPDE, U, DUDX, UDOT, UTDX, Q, R,
1
NV, V, VDOT, IRES))
C Routine to describe the p . d . e. syste:n in the collocation form (5 . 4)
INTEGER NPDE, NPTL, 1, J, NV, IRES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, KT, X(NPTL), U(NPDE,NPTL), DUDX(NPDE,NPTL),
1
UDOT(NPDE,NPTL), Q(NPDE,NPTL), R(NPDE,NPTL), V, VDOT,
2
UTDX(NPDE,NPTL)
DO 10 I= 1,NPTL
DO 9 J = 1,NPDE
9
R(J,I) = DUDX(J,I)
KT= 14.6DO * DEXP( 4 . 0DO - 4.0DO/(U(2,I) + O.OlDO))
Q(l,I) = UDOT(l,l) + KT* U(l,I)
Q(2,I) = UDOT(2,I) - KT• U(l,I)
10
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SBNDR( T, BETA, GAMMA, U, UX, ,UDOT, UTDX, NPDE,
LEFT, NV, V, VDOT, IRES)
C Routine to describe the boundary conditions in the collocation form (5.5)
.
INTEGERNPDE, I, J, NV, IRES
.
DOUBLE PRECISION T, BETA(NPDE) , GAMMA(NPDE), U(NPDE) , HPI
1
UX(NPDE), V(l), VDOT(l), UDOT(NPDE), UTDX(NPDE)
LffiICAL LEFT
HPI = 3.14159265350DO • 0.5DO / 0.95DO
DO 10 I= 1,NPDE
BETA( I) = 1. ODO
GAMMA{!)= O.ODO
10
CONTINUE
IF (LEFT) THEN
IF(T .LE. 0.05DO)THEN
GAMMA(2) = -T/0.05DO
ELSE IF(T . LE. 1. O)THEN
GAMMA(2) = -DCOS(HPI*(T-0.05DO))
END IF
END IF
1

RETURN
END
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Appendix D: P.D.E. Example 4 Use

or Spatial Remeshing

.

The following program shows how remeshing can be used with SPDIFF and
SPRINT. The SPGEAR integrator is used with banded matrix routines to solve the
flame propagation problem of Section 4.2. The remeshing parameters were
chosen so that the remeshing is performed every second time step with a clustering factor CONST= 2 / {NPTS-1) and an adjacent mesh ratio STPRAT = 2
INI'EGER IBAND, IWORK(166), IDEV, !TRACE, I, J, NWKMON, NPTS, NPDE,
NV, ITOL, NSTEPS, NEQN, IFUN, IJAC, M, LIW, NITER, ISET, IRES,
NXI, INFORM(213), NWKDRV, NWKJAC, N, NOP, IPMINF, NRWK
DOUBLE PRECISION X(Bl), U(2,81), WORI((900), XI, CONST, STPR~T.
TOUT, ABS, REL, RESWK(500), WKMON(BOO), YDOT{161),
TS, WKJAC(lOOOO), YSAVE(161,15)
LOGICAL REMESH
CHARACTER• 6 SNORM
EXTERNAL PREPJB, SOLSB, SPGEAR, JAC, MVMESH, SKLRES
COMMON /SDEV2/ ITRACE,IDEV
C COMMON :MESHIN USED BY SUBROUTINES INITSK AND MVMESH
C COMMON :MESHTI USED BY SUBROUTINE MVMESH FOR REMESHING IN TIME Ir-.1FO
CO:MMpN /MESHIN/ CONST, STPRAT, IPMINF, NOP
COMMON /MESHTI/ TOUT, .REMESH, NRMESH, ICOUNI'
NPDE = 2
C
CALL ERRSET ( 208, 256, -1, -1, 0) -IBM ONLY TO DISABLE U/FLOW.
!TRACE = 1
IDEV
= 4
NPTS = 41
NEQN = NPDE•NPTS
M = o
NWKMON = BOO
ITOL = 1
ABS = 1. OD-4
REL = 1. OD-4
C
C INITIALISE THE DISCRETISATION WORKSPACE AND 'lliE REMESH INFO
C (VARIABLE NO. POINTS OPTION THEN SET NOP=O ELSE NOP=NPTS)
REMESH = . TRUE.
NOP=NPTS
CONST=5.0D-1
STPRAT=3.0DO
IPMINF=O
C NRMESH DICTATES HOW OFTEN REMESH
C
=1 THEN REMESHES EVERY TIME STEP WHEN MVMESH ROUTINE CALLED
C
=2
2ND TIME STEP, ETC ....
C
=O THEN REMESHES AT CURRENT TI.ME TOUT BY THE CALL TO MY.MESH WI TH
C
INFORM(2)=4 AND WORK(l) SET TO CURRENT TOUT. IF 'lliE SOLUTION
C
PROFILE CHANGES RAPIDLY THEN SET TOUT ACCORDINGLY.
NRMESH=2
C ICOUNT USED TO COUNT UP TO NRMESH SO JUST INITIALISE TO ZERO
ICOUNT=O
NV = O
NXI = 0
XI= O.ODO
IRES = 1
NRWK = 500
X(l) = O.ODO
X(NPTS) = 10. ODO
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10

DO 10 I= 2, NPTS-1
X{I) = X{l) + {I-l)•(X{NPTS) - X(l)) / {NPTS-1)
CALL INITSK{ NEQN, NPDE, NPTS, X, U, RESWK, NRWK, M, TS, IBAND,
1
IRES, . TRUE., NPTS, NV, NXI, XI)
IF{IRES .LT. O)GOTO 106

C

C

PASS THE INTffiRATION PARAMETERS INTO INFORM AND SETUP THE INTEGRATOR

C

50

N = NEQN
INFORM( 1) = 0
INFORM{2) = 1
INFORM(3) = 1
DO 50 I = 3, 14
INFORM{ I) = 0
ISET = 0
CALL BDFSEI'(B, ISET, 5, 2,
IF(ISET .LT . O)GOTO 1000
NWKDRV = 900
NYSAVE = 161
NWKJ AC = 10000
LIW = 166

.FALSE.)

C

C

SET UP THE PARAMETERS FOR THE LINEAR ALGEBRA INITIALISATION CALL
LINALG = 1
IWORK( 1) = IBAND
IWORK(2) = IBAND
ISET
= 0
,
CALL MA'FSEI'{ LINALG, NEQN, IWORK, IWORK(2), NWKJAC, LIW, ISET)
IF(ISET .LT. O)GOTO 1000

c•••••••••••••••••••••·••·•••••·•••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••·•••••••
C

CALL SPRINT
TS= O.ODO
Tour= o.2eno ·
100
SNORM = 'AVERL2'
CALL SPRINT ( NEQN, TS, TOlIT, U, YDOT, WORK, NWKDRV, REL, ABS,
1
ITOL, INFORM, SNORM, SKLRES, RESWK, NRWK, SPGEAR, YSAVE, NYSAVE
2
,PREPJB, WKJAC, NWKJAC, IWORK, JAC, SOLSB,
3
MVMESH, WKMON, NWKMON)
C
PASS MESH AND STATS BACK ACROSS .
C

79

81
70
80
108

IRES= 2
CALL INITSK( NEQN,NPDE, NPTS, X, U, RESWK, NRWK, M, TS, IBAND,
1
2, . TRUE. , NPTS, NV, NXI, XI)
IFUN = INFORM(?)
IJAC = INFORM(B)
NSI'EPS = INFORM(6)
NITER = INFORM( 11)
WRITE ( IDEV, 81) TOlIT, INFORM{ 1)
FORMAT{' SOL AT' ,D12.4/' INFORM(!) =', 13)
WRITE(IDEV,BO){X{I),1 = 1,NPTS,5)
DO 70 J=l,NPDE
WRITE(IDEV,BO){U(J,I),I=l,NPTS,5)
FORMAT(9{D11.3))
CONTINUE
IF{INFORM(l) .EQ. 2)1BEN

- 48 IF(TOUT .GE. 2.8DO)GOTO 1000
TOUT= TOUT+ 0.28DO
GOTO 100
END IF
1000 CONTINUE
WRITE(IDEV,2000)IFUN,IJAC,NITER, NSTEPS
2000 FORMAT(' FUN=', 15,' JJAC=', 15,' NITER=', 15,' NSTEPS=', 15)
STOP
END

C
C

10

PRDBLEM DESCRIPTION RDUTJNES
SUBRDUTJNE UINIT( NPDE, NPTS, X, U)
ROUTINE FOR P.D.E. INITIAL VALUES.
INTEGER NPDE, NPTS
DOUBLE PRECISION X(NPTS), U(NPDE,NPTS)
DO 10 I = 1 , NPTS
U( 1, J) = 1. ODO
U(2,J) = 0.0DO
RETURN

C

9

END
SUBROUTINE SPDEFl(T, X, NPDE,U,DUDX,C,Q,R,NV,V,VDOT,IRES)
ROUTINE TO DESCRIBE THE BODY OF THE P.D.E.
INTEGER NPDE, J, NV, IRES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, KV, X, U(NPDE), · DUDX(NPDE),
1
C(NPDE,NPDE), Q(NPDE), R(NPDE), V(l), VDOT(1)
DO 9 J = 1 , NPDE
C(J, J) = 1. ODO
R(J) = DUDX(J)
KV= 14.6DO • DEXP( 4.0DO - 4.0DO/(U(2) + O.OlDO))
Q(l) = KV• U(l)
Q(2) = - KV• U(1)
RETURN

C

10

END
SUBRDUTINE BNDR(T,BEI'A,GAMMA,U,UX, NPDE, LEFT, NV, V,VDOT,IRES)
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS RDUT I NE
INTEGER NPDE, I ,NV, IRES
DOUBLE PRECISION T, BETA(NPDE), GAMMA(NPDE), U(NPDE), HPI, V(l),
1
VDOT( 1), UX(NPDE)
LOGICAL LEIT
HPI = 3.14159265350DO • 0.5DO / 0.95DO
DO 10 I = 1,NPDE
BETA(I ) = 1. ODO
GAMMA(I) = O.ODO
CONTINUE
IF(LEIT) THEN
IF(T .LE. 0.05)THEN
GAMMA(2) = -T/0.05DO
ELSE IF(T . LE. 1. O)THEN
GAMMA(2) = -DCOS(HPI*(T-0.05DO))
END IF
END IF
RETURN
END

C

DUMMY ROUTINES SINCE O.D.E. PART NOT USED
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SUBROUTINE SVINI T
RETURN
END

SUERDlJrINE SODEFN
RETURN
END

SUBRDlJrINE EVNRMF( TIME, NIP, NPDE, X, U, R, MAXNPT, FMON)

c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C
C
C
C
C

EXAMPLE MONITOR FUNCTION RDlJrINE FOR REMESHING.
R(J,I) CONTAINS THE FLUX FOR JTH P.D.E. AT POINT Y(I)
WHERE Y(l) = X(l) , Y(NIP+l) = X(NIP)
Y(I) =(X(I+l) - X{I)) * 0.5
I= 2, : . . , NIP
THE MONITOR FUNCTION IS RETURNED IN THE AF.RAY FMON

INTEGER NIP, NPDE, MAXNPT, I, J, K, L
DOUBLE PRECISION U(NPDE,1), X(NIP), SUM,FMON(NIP), TIME,
1
R(NPDE,1), DRDX, H
DO 10 I=l ,NIP
K = MAXO ( 1 , I - 1)
L = MINO(NIP,I+l)
H = (X(L) - X(K)) • 0.5DO
SUM=O. ODO
DO 5 J=l ,NPDE
C 1ST DERIV
C
DRDX = R(J,I)
C 2ND DERIV
DRDX = (R(J,I+l) - R(J,I)) / H
5
SUM= SUM+ DRDX**2
FMON(I)=DSQRT(SUM)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Appendix E: Space Discretisation Initialisation (INITSK,INITCC or INITFD).
This appendix describes the form of the initialisation routines INITSK for
the SPDIFF module , INITCC for the SGENCO module and INITFD for use with the
user's own discretisation when the remeshing option is used.
Initialising the SPDIFF Module.
The call to the initialisation routine INITSK takes the form of
CALL INITSK( NEQ, NPDE, NPTS, X, U, WKRES, NWKRES, M, TS, IBAND,
1
ITIME, RF.MESH, MAXNPT, NV, NXl, XI)
where
NEQ - Undefined on entry , on exit contains the size of the o.d.e. system
generated when the p.d.e. is discretised this value is NPDE"'NPTS+NV.
NPDE - The number of p.d.e.s
NPTS - The number of mesh points (if the REMESH option is used this
number may have changed on exit; max. no. is MAXNPT)
X{NPTS)- User space mesh (if the REMESH option is used a better start
mesh will be constructed using subroutine EVNRMF and returned in X(NOP)
as explained in Section 8.2.4 ).
U(NEQ) -An empty array on entry , on exit it contains on exit the initial
p.d.e./o.d.e. values (from calls to UJNIT and SVINIT. On exit from this routine the first NPDE"'NPTS components are the p .d.e. solution values while
the next NV components are the values of the coupled o.d.e.s (as in Section
5.4 ).

WKRES - Workspace for the SKLRES space discretisation of size NWKRES >
NPDE"'(NPTS"'2+ NXI*B+ 17) + NXI + NV + 2"'NPDE(MAXNPT-NPTS) +
4*MAXNPT. This work-space holds the spatial mesh and allows it to be
passed through SPRINT to SKLRES. The mesh actually used (e.g . if remeshing takes place) can be recovered by calling INITSK with !TIME = 2 , see
below.
M
- 0, 1 or 2 for Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical polar co-ords.
TS
- The time at which integration commences
!BAND - An upper bound on the half bandwidth of the Jacobian matrix when
banded matrix routines are used.
= 2"'NPDE - 1 (the banded option
should not be used with mixed o.d.e./p.d.e .s)
lTlME - Set to 1 on first call. On a return from SPRINT, INITSK may be called
with ITIME=2 to recover the spatial mesh actually used which is then placed
in the array X{NPTS). ITIME is set to -1 if an error is found in INITSK parameters.
REMESH - Set to .TRUE. if remeshing option (Chapter 8) required, else set to
.FALSE.
MAXNPT - The maximum number of mesh points that can be assigned if
remeshing with a variable number of mesh points is being used. In this case
the array X must be of size MAXNPT and NEQMAX in the call to SPRINT must
be of size MAXNPT"'NPDE + NV. The arrays in the call to SPRINT must all be
dimensioned accordingly, see User Manual Part I - Section 2.3 .
NV
- No. of o.d.e.s (if any) that are coupled to p.d.e.s,
NXI - No. of coupling pts,
XI(NXI)- Coupling point x values .
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The call to the Chebyshev Collocation initialisation routine takes the form
given by
CALL INITCC{NEQ, NPDE, NPTS, X, U, WKRES, NWKRES, M, TS, IBAND,
1
ITIME, XBK, IBK, NEL, NPTL, NV, NXI, XI)
where the parameters are defined by
NEQ
Undefined on entry, on exit it contains the number of o.d.e .s
generated by the discretised form of . the p.d.e.
given by
NPDE•NEL"'{NPTL-1) + NPDE + NV.
NPDE
The number of p.d.e.s to be solved.
NPTS
Number of spatial grid points used in m.o.1. solution. note this
should be equal to (NPTL-l)"'NEL + 1
X{NPTS) Undefined array on entry apart from X(l) and X{NPTS) which
contain xleft and xright for the mesh. On exit his array contains the mesh
used.
U{NEQ) -An empty array on entry , on exit it contains on exit the initial
p.d.e./o.d.e. values (from calls to UINIT and SVINIT. On exit from this routine the first NPDE"'NPTS components are the p.d.e. solution values while
the next NV components are the values of the coupled o.d.e.s (as in Section
5.4 ).
WKRES Real workspace used to pass four matrices and various useful
vectors to the o.d.e.function call routine RESID see below for a detailed
description.
Specify workspace WKRES of size NWKRES at least
2"'NPTL"'(NPTL+ NEL+ 1) + 2 + NV + NPDE"'(7 • {NPTL + NXJ) + B) for use by
the collocation residual routine SGERES .
NWKRES Dimension of WKRES array defined directly above.
M
0, 1 or 2 for Cartesian , cylindrical or spherical polar co-ordinates.
TS
Starting level of time integration.
IBAND - An upper bound on the half bandwidth of the Jacobian matrix when
banded matrix routines are used. · = NPDE"'NPTL -1 (the banded option
should not be used with mixed o.d.e./p.d.e.s)
ITIME - Set to 1 on first call. ITIME is set to -1 if an error is found in INITCC
parameters.
XBK{IBK)Real array of break points IBK = NEL + 1 where XBK(l) =
XLEFT, XBK{I) <= XBK(I+ 1) , I= 1, ... ,NEL. XEK(IBK) = XRIGHT.
NEL
The number of spatial elements, >= 1
NPTL
The number of points in each element i.e. the degree of the
approximating polynomial in the element plus one.
NV
- No. of o.d.e.s {if any) that are coupled to p.d.e.s,
NXI - No. of coupling pts,
XI{NXI)- Coupling point x values.
Initialising the INITFD Routine.
The routine INITFD must be successfully called prior to SPRINT being
entered if remeshing is to be used with the user's own spatial discretisation routine. This routine has a similar interface to that of INITSK as described above
CALL INITFD{ TS, NEQ, NPDE, NPTS, MAXNPT, NV, REMESH, U, WKRES,
1
NWKRES, WKMON, NWKMON, !TIME)
where the parareters rrust be declared as follows in the calling progran
INTEGER NEQ, NPDE, MAXNPT, NV, NWKRES, NWKMON, ITIME
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DOUBLE PRECISION TS, U(NU), WKRES(NR), WKMON(NW)
and the numbers NU, NR and NW are greater than NPDE*MAXNPT+ NV , NWKRES
and NWKMON respectively. The parameters in the call have the following meanings.
TS
- The time at which integration commences .
NEQ - Undefined on entry , on exit contains the size of the o.d.e. system
generated when the p.d.e. is discretised this value is NPDE*NPTS+NV
NPDE - The number of p.d.e.s
NPTS - The number of mesh points (if the REMESH option is used this
number may have changed on exit; max. no. is MAXNPT)
MAXNPT - Input parameter that specifies the maximum number of spatial
mesh points . The number of points generated in remesbing will be
bounded above by this value.
NV
- Number of auxiliary o.d.e.s that are coupled to the p.d.e .s This value
is used in determining the size of NEQ.
REMESH - Logical parameter that must be set to .TRUE. if remeshing is
required otherwise it should be set to .FALSE.
U(NEQ) -An empty array on entry , on exit it contains on exit the initial
p.d.e./o.d.e. values (from calls to UINIT and SVINIT) . On exit from this routine the first NPDE*NPTS components are the p.d.e. solution values while
the next NV components are the values of the coupled o.d.e .s (as in Section
5.4 ).

.

WKRES - Workspace for the user's RESID routine of size NWKRES , on exit
from INITFD the first NPTS components of this array will contain the
current spatial mesh.
WKMON - Workspace of size NWKMON used in remeshing and passed to the
remeshing SPRINT MONITR routine MONFDR.
NWKMON - The size of the array WKMON - must be larger than 4*MAXNPT.
ITIME - Error flag that is set to -1 if the iNITFD routine fails to complete the
initialisation process .
Important Note.
Before calling the INITFD routine the user must also supply subroutines
UINIT and SVINIT as in Section 5.1 for the SPDIFF module. These two routines
will be used to update the solution when the mesh is changed from that originally supplied if REMESH = .TRUE.

